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CHAPTER

I

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM
Schools are a major vehicle by which individuals acquire the skills and

competencies which enable them

to gain at least

mobility, yet the inner city schools

seem

an even chance for upward

to confer

upon and perpetuate within

the Black, lower class, inner city learner the image of inferiority.

This

notion that the inner city school fails to provide an adequate education for

students
city

is

no longer seriously challenged.

In fact,

most observers

its

of inner

classrooms will readily agree with Dr. Kenneth Clark's description

of

the student-teacher relationships in an inner city school as;

...

a class war, a socio-economic and racial

warfare being waged on the battleground of our
schools, with middle-class and middle-class
aspiring teachers provided with a powerful
arsenal of half-truths, prejudices, and
rationalizations, arrayed against hopelessly

outclassed working class youngsters. This
is an uneven balance, particularly since, like
most battles, it comes under the guise of
righteousness,
It is

129).

quite possible that the inner city educational crisis

reaching implications pointing
defects

(p.

seem

to

may

to defects in the entire educational

have far

system since

manifest themselves earliest in the inner city school.

This
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realization partially underscores the urgency of the urban crisis and the speed

with which the problems must be acknowledged.

Silberman writes:
I

Our preoccupation with
be permitted to blind us

the urban crisis

must not

to the important, if less

urgent, defects of public schools everywhere.

In

good measure, the defects and failures of the slum
schools are but an exaggerated version of what's
wrong with all schools. To be sure, the schools
in middle-class neighborhoods seem to do a better
job of teaching the basic skills of literacy and
computation, hence their students are better
equipped to earn a living. But this 'success' is
due far less to the schools themselves than to
what has been called 'the hidden curriculum of the
middle-class home', (p. 113).

Racism,

institutional and individual, further exacerbates the

of the inner city school.

Knowles and Prewitt

problems

state:

Within the present educational apparatus, black
students suffer from institutionalized discrimination
in many ways but particularly in IQ testing,
classroom ability grouping, and negative teacher
attitudes. The combined effect of these factors is
a progressive lessening of the child's self-esteem
as he proceeds through school. The result of this
process is a steady decline in academic performance,
particularly in the critical skills of verbal and

reading ability,
Inherent in this process

(p.

is

35).

an attempt to place the burden on the learner

and his environment, thus absolving the school from

its

process has caused a distorted perception of the inner
writes:

responsibility.

city learner.

This

Bernstein

3

the notion of deficit is inadequate and perhaps
misleading. Deficit is not a theory; it is simply a
statement of certain lacks of deficiencies. This
notion of treating children as exhibiting various
kinds of deficits turns the social scientist into a
.

.

.

plumber whose task
deficits.

It

the child.

may

is to

plug, or rather

fill

the

lead to a partial relation with
a child as a cognitive or

You see

perceptual deficit, and so lose track of the vital
nature of the communal experience of the child
and the mam^ cultural and psychological processes
at

Examples

work

in

him, when he

is to

be ’enriched',

of Bernstein's statements are such

terms

(p.

as:

42).

culturally

deprived, culturally different, educationally deprived, culturally disadvantaged,

hardcore, underprivileged and economically impoverished.

Youngsters

directly affected by this labeling process almost always correctly infer from

these labels what

expected of them.

is

expected and outwardly begin

to play the role that is

Inwardly, the effects find expression in increased hostility

and aggressiveness.

Eventually, most of these students drop out or become

otherwise alienated from not only the educational process, but also the system

which supports

it.

The cycle begins with schools labeling youngsters for

sake of expediency and then youngsters subsequently acting
their teachers' expeetations.

in

the

accordance with

Simultaneously, questions about the true nature

of the problems and the ultimate responsibility for resolving these problems are

tossed back and forth between the home and the school.

The problems have been approached from many angles

- teachers,

students, administrators, community involvement, community control, boards
of education, de facto segregation and the appropriateness of the goals of all
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educational institutions.

The

efforts to ameliorate the deteriorating and

depressing conditions of the inner city schools have failed.

However,

this writer feels that

it is

the substance or essence of the

interactions between teachers and students which,

if

realistically examined,

will shed light on the overall failure or inability of the
school to facilitate the

teaching-learning process.

Much evidence

indicates that the teacher’s behavior

is the

major determinant

”.

the potency of school influence can best be understood through detailed

.

.

of what happens in the classroom.

study of the internal processes of the classroom, "

(p.

xiii).

processes of teacher-student interactions that determine and

by the overall emotional climate of the inner

city school.

Leacock suggests:

It

is

these

in turn

are determined

The teacher becomes

victimized by the school's climate and passes her feelings of hopelessness

and powerlessness onto her students.

This creates an impasse because students

already come to school with needs, values, concerns, skills and attitudes which,
as will be discussed later, are not congruent with the values, concerns and
attitudes of the middle class teacher, the school or the larger society.

However, there seem

to

be a few teachers

who are considered by almost everybody
to

be effective teachers.

the kinds of

in

most inner

city schools

(students, teachers and administrators)

These skilled and responsible teachers give learners

academic guidelines, structures and exposures which make possible

a degree of success.

They provide classrooms which become supportive and

through their interactions with students contribute

to the

formation of healthy

5

self-images, positive motivation and realistic aspirations.

Such teachers are

seen as significant because they do make positive differences

They make a difference

their youngsters.

cognitive skills but

This study

is

more

in the lives of

not only in the area of

improved

importantly, in the areas of attitudes and behavior.

primarily concerned with those aspects of teacher behavior which

influence the development of the latter.

Statement of the Problem
It is

the purpose of this study to:

(1)

obtain data about the aspects of

teacher behavior which this author and selected students, teachers and
administrators from a designated inner city school take into account when they

make judgments regarding teacher

effectiveness;

(2)

consensus among the individuals mentioned above as
teachers judged most effective,

judgments and

(c)

(b)

determine the extent of
to (a) the identity of

the criteria employed

the importance of each criterion; and

when making such

(3)

determine the

advisability of encouraging individuals designated by raters as effective class-

room teachers

to conduct ongoing inservice

human

relations training

programs

for their colleagues.

This study consists of an attempt
exist while simultaneously providing a

to

demonstrate that effective teachers

mechanism

for identifying them.

The

study is designed to help determine the components of teacher behavior which

form

the basis for effective teacher-student relationships in inner city class-

rooms.

This study will also provide some clarification regarding such factors
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as strictness, authoritarian leadership and

warmth

that have

necessary and sufficient for teacher-student relationships
Further, this study

is

an attempt

to

been assumed

be

to

in inner city schools.

determine the extent

to

which

teachers, students, administrators and the observer use the same criteria when

attempting to assess the effectiveness of teachers.

may

The

'best teacher' choices

which case the dimensions which each uses

differ sharply in

and the importance of each dimension will be calculated.

will delineate

The results

will

enable teachers, administrators and students to come to a greater awareness
of the concerns of

each other.

Finally, the study will attempt to assess the

extent to which the raters feel that the behaviors of effective teachers can also

be used

to

would help

more

conduct inservice human relations training programs.
to redirect

much

typical teachers into

These programs

of the time, energy, concern and interest of the

ways

of improving

communication among teachers,

students and administrators.

Significance of the Study

Present inner
their

own morass

of

city school staffs

become inextricably intertwined

problems and are unable

energies, concerns and efforts.

to redirect

in

and rechannel their

Outside agencies or consultants desire to

offer assistance; however, all too frequently, they lack awareness of the depth

and scope of the problems as well as an appropriate perspective for looking

each invididual situation.

at

7

While the need for better trained teachers has long been recognized,
both preservice and inservice efforts to improve the quality of teaching in inner
city schools

have proven

to

be inadequate to meet the ever-increasing numbers

of schools falling within the category of inner city schools.

because of their limited size, have been unable
individuals

who are

in positions to

make

to

Many programs,

reach a sufficient number

of

a significant impact on the rapidly

expanding number of inner city schools.
Similarly,

programs

in

compensatory education have not met

for increased teacher effectiveness except in a limited

number

the

demand

of cases.

In

their critique of compensatory education, Doxey and Wilkerson (1966) state,

"Unfortunately,

it is

doubtful that any short range orientation or inservice

teacher training courses will move us far toward the long-range of providing
satisfactory levels of instruction in disadvantaged schools, "

Only a few existing studies (which will be reported

(p.

in the

165).

review of the

literature) on teacher effectiveness have sought to adequately explain the probhims
of inner city schools.

Traditional studies on teacher effectiveness have relied

upon pupil achievement and other conventional achievement norms as a
criterion for determining teacher effectiveness.
that studies have

shown

This

that standard intelligence and

greatly misued in the case of the inner city learner.

is

done at the same time

achievement tests are

Many more

studies on

teacher effectiveness have relied solely on evaluations by administrators;

however, because of the nature of the relationships between teachers and
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administrators in inner city schools, other means must be sought for
establishing

more

effective criteria by which to

measure

the effectiveness of

teachers in inner city schools.

This writer believes that inservice programs can be designed

improve instruction, positively

affect teacher attitudes and behavior and

improve the social-emotional climate

of inner city schools.

oppressive conditions in inner city schools make

The channels

information.

of

to

it

Presently, the

difficult to

share valid

communication are clogged with other data.

possibility for sharing vital information is seriously limited.

teachers designated as most effective

may be

The

Therefore,

able to help to increase awareness

of those behaviors which can positively and constructively affect the social-

emotional climate of the ciassroom and the school.
It is

increasingly important to view the interactions between students

and teachers

in inner city schools as education's

The writer assumes

it

target.

that the causes of teacher and student failure probably

from many areas and not simply
assume; rather,

most crucial change

is

stem

the students, as teachers and others customarily

a combination of the forces not only operating within the

classroom but also within the

total subculture of the inner city schools

which

contributes to the massive failures of students and teachers in inner city

schools.

This study should be of assistance

to inservice teachers, students,

administrators and other school personnel interested

in finding

a different
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approach to the problems of teachers and students

in inner city schools.

effective teachers are identified, they can

the

within their schools.

If

become

When

models for good teachers

they receive a consensus from their colleagues this

will help to insure that they will receive the sanction
and approval of the

administrative staff which
training program.

is

necessary for directing an ongoing inservice

This program would be the focal point for improving

communication between teachers and students as well as between teachers and
their colleagues.

Similarly, administrators, who perform the major evaluative function
of the school,

Also, there
in the

way

may

find that their perceptions of teachers

may be

may

have to be altered.

implications for guidance workers to redirect their efforts

of better matching teaching and learning styles.

Limitations of the Study

The findings

of the present study

which deal with the identification of

teachers who are doing an effective job teaching

in inner city schools are

qualified by the following factors:

1.

The

relative scarcity of research data relating

middle class values on
Black, lower class, inner city youngsters.
This includes an absence of research and
theory specifically related to the inner city
schools. Most of the information generally
used is gleaned from popular generalizations

to the imposition of

which are made and used too frequently when
referring to the inner city learner.
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2.

There

3.

No

no attempt to assess the effects of de
facto segregation which is found in most inner
city schools.
is

effort

was made

determine the effects of

to

tracking or placing students into homogeneous
ability groups, a practice which serves to
perpetuate segregation by race in most inner
city schools.

4.

The study does

not attempt to include all teachers

and students or other school -related personnel.
No attempt is made to assess the relationships
of the school to the community. Only school
administrators, English and Social Studies
teachers were used and student respondents were
limited to ninety students, thirty of whom were
from each of the three tracks.
5.

No attempt was made

to

measure teachers’

effectiveness through use of student scores on
standard intelligence or achievement tests.
6.

No direct attempt was made

to study

what influence

a teacher's race might have upon the students.

one high school which
is located In an industrial, urban city.

7.

The study was done

8.

The extent

to

at only

which Blackness adds

ness of teachers

in

inner city schools was not a

measurable variable for
While this study received
city schools,

education.

it is

to the effective-

its initial

this study.

impetus from a focus on the inner

concerned with the broader problems of urban and suburban

The hope

is that the findings

may have

implications for suburban

classrooms and the interactions between teachers and administrators as well
as between teachers and students.
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Approach

to the Study

This study

is

concerned with obtaining data about those aspects of

teacher behavior which the respondents take into account when they make

judgments regarding teacher effectiveness

in inner city

classrooms.

Of

parimary concern are those noncognitive aspects which largely influence

the

attitudes and behavior of inner city learners.

The data gathered

in this

study consists of the responses of thirty-one

teachers and eight administrators to two questionnaires, the responses of
ninety students to a third questionnaire, and the ratings of one observer.
of the respondents are

from an urban high school whose population

of a majority of students

of ethnic minority group.

is

composed

from low income families and who come from a
The author was

All

racial

the observer.

Chapter II will present a review of the literature which examines those
conditions which affect the teaching-learning process of the inner city class-

rooms.

This includes; inner city schools, inner city learners, desirable

teacher characteristics and teacher expectations.

The review

limitations of existing studies as well as highlight those which

will point out the

seem

to

have

implications for the problems and concerns of inner city schools.

The methodology and procedures
in

Chapter III.

for collecting the data will be outlined

Also, the rationale for the items contained in the questionnaires

and the teacher observation guide will be presented

in

Chapter

III.
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Chapter IV will offer an analysis of the data and a discussion of the
findings.

The

final chapter will offer conclusions

and implications for further research.

and suggest recommendations
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter will examine those areas which have a crucial bearing on
teacher-student relationships in inner city schools.

It

will

examine the inter-

dependence of the interactions within the classroom and the emotional climate
of the inner city school.

The writer has attempted

to confine his

search to those areas which

directly affect the teacher-student interactions in inner city classrooms.

As

stated in the limitations, in spite of the quantity of writings available, only a

small amount

is

based on research findings.

Medley and Mitzel stated that classroom learning results from the
interactions of three complex factors - teacher personality, teacher behavior
in the

classroom, and the pupils.

Many

studies have concentrated on a better

understanding of the teacher's personality while others have concentrated on
delineating the characteristics of the inner city learner.
this study

on teacher behavior

in the

classroom

in a

clarify the interactions of students and teachers.

It

was decided

to focus

manner which would better

Such a focus combines

teacher personality and the pupils.

The review
schools,

(2)

of the literature is divided into four sections:

characteristics of inner city learners,

characteristics and

(4)

teacher expectations.

(3)

(1)

inner city

desirable teacher

14

Inner City Schools
Since inner city learners

come

to school with

damaged egos and

little

self-esteem, the best way, according to Kvaraceus, (1965) to strengthen the

school as an ego supporting institution
ships between teacher and students.

classroom hopefully

is to

improve the interpersonal relation-

An examination

of teacher behavior in the

will lead to a better understanding of the

ways schools can

best foster profitable teacher-student interactions.

Much

of the information available on the social-emotional climate of

inner city schools

is the result of the

many authors (Kaufman,

1964; Kohl, 1967;

and Herndon, 1968) who gained popularity by writing about their first-hand
experiences

in

One of
middle-class

inner city schools.
the first books giving teachers information about

life

how their

styles often result in systematic discrimination against lower

class learners was The Culturally Deprived Child by Frank Reissman.
failed to suggest strategies for better understanding the implications of

their values insiduously influenced both

points out

how and what they

some characteristics which he

taught.

He
how

Reissman

feels are typical of the deprived

child’s life style, such as being physical and visual rather than aural, spatial

rather than temporal and content-centered rather than form-centered; however,

much

of his

work simply

led to a different kind of stereotypic thinking.

Dill states:

an unfortunate nosology evolved which
hampered the course of educational advancement

...

As

15

and attenuat(id

impact on the amelioration of
This nosology resulted in an
inappropriate and ill-fated alignment of the poor
Black child’s behaviors with those seen in the
mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed and the
physically handicapped. The assumption plainly was
that the poor child's failure in school was due to
factors similar to those of children suffering from
the aforementioned maladies, (p. 107).
its

social probl<;ms.

Webster went further than Reissman, when he labeled certain
characteristics as strengths,

by seeking to match these strengths with practical

suggestions for adapting meaningful teaching styles to the learning styles of
inner city students.

He gives teachers practical ideas

to positively influence the inner city learner

He

for

classroom management

and capitalize on the characteristics.

lists the following:

establish a positive set of expectations for
the degree of learning and the kinds of pupil
.

.

.

behaviors to be attained.
clearly specify the rules and standards
which will govern the class and discuss a
.

.

.

rationale for

...

them with

be firm, frank,

the students.

fair,

and above

all,

consistent in enforcing rules regarding behavior and performance.

.

.

the

.

thorough organization should facilitate

work

of the class, (pp. 60-61).

These brief comments

grew

illustrate

how Webster’s, as a practitioner,

out of his concern about the practical problems of trying to be an effective

teacher

in

situations.

an inner city school.

His findings were applicable to practical

Hopefully, this study will further demonstrate

how research
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findings can be applicable to one specific area teacher-student relationships
in inner city schools.

Inner City Learners

Deutsch and Clark have outlined graphically the effects of living under
ghetto conditions and how these living conditions seriously undermine
the

readiness of the lower class learner for the school environment.

Also, their

findings have portrayed the effects of the bureaucratic structure of the school

and how the inflexibility creates an additional burden on the inner

Deutsch suggests

that,

”.

.

initial failures

.

city learner.

are almost inevitable and the

school experience becomes negatively rather than positively reenforced. ”

Deutsch points out that

the strengths

and positive features associated

with lower class culture, unfortunately, tend not to be those that equip a

learner

to

meet

demands

the

of the school.

Therefore, teachers are likely

be as confused about the child's expectations as the child
Similarly, Frost and

expectations.

organized as though

it

Hawkes

states,

".

,

is

.

to

about the school's

many schools are

will be easier for the child to change his need than for

the school to modify its demands. "

Webster outlines three crucial areas which place
at a disadvantage within the structure of the school.

resist adult authority,

and adults, and
offer them.

(3)

"
.

.

(2)

behave

in a highly

the inner city learner

Learners:

"(1)

tend to

aggressive fashion toward peers

are unattracted to the usual rewards which the schools
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Like Webster, the

have difficulty relating
well in school.

to

HARYOU
persons

study also concludes that inner city learners

in authority

to do

In addition, the authors feel that other factors which
inhibit the

learning process for inner city learners are:

and uncommunicative,
(3)

and have low motivation

(2)

(1)

a tendency to be withdrawn

difficulty with developing a

consonance of conduct and

a dearth of educational experiences prior to entering school.
Fantini and Weinstein not only list areas in which learners experience

difficulties; rather, they point out incongruities

which exist between the lower

class youngster and the middle-class oriented school.
are:

(2)

"(1) their

learning style

what they already know

manages

to

is

is different

from

These three incongruities

the teaching style of the school,

not utilized by the school, and

(3)

the school

avoid helping them with those things with which they are really

concerned.

These studies and writings point out

the need to consider the factors

responsible for the impasse resulting from an attempt to demand that two
antithetical life styles cooperate for mutual benefit.

identify

some characteristics which,

for creating

more

if

Hopefully, this study will

carefully examined can pave the

profitable interpersonal relationships in inner city classrooms.

The writer's analysis

of the life style of the Black, lower class, inner

city learner leads to the conclusion that there are three

can seriously disrupt the teacher-student relationship

room.

They are:

way

(1)

major variables which

in the

inner city class-

differences in teachers and students perception of both
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the use and

manner

notions of time, and

The

conflict

of exercising authority, (2) differences in regard to
(3)

differences in the use of language..

around authority

is

most

likely to

occur as a result of the

teacher's inability or unwillingness to assert authority in an appropriate manner.

Simultaneously, the student comes
to adults

who are

to

school with a lack of experience in relating

in positions of authority

such as school personnel.

believes that the teacher's perception and use of authority
his progression along the continujm

Eiseman

from dependence

The writer

closely related to

is

to interdependence.

As

(1971) states.

Whereas teachers who

ai c fixated at one or
another level of dependei ce tend to emphasize
order, discipline, rewards and right answers,
teachers who are fixated at one or another
level of independence tend to foster counterdependence, isolationism, disregard for the
accumulated wisdom of others, and relationships with individuals and areas of interest
which are only momentary. In contrast the
interdependent teacher as conceptualized here
avoids either set of evils.

He puts a premium upon developing

intrinsic

motivation as well as upon building the skills
and attitudes conducive to utilizing resources
constructively, learning how to learn, and,
in general, conducting disciplined inquiry,
(pp. 4-5).

The second area
the use of time.

important.

of potential conflict revolves around the differences in

The inner

city learner feels that the "here

The teacher who has attained

and now"

his present position

is

by adhering

time-oriented and goal-striving route stresses the past-future orientation.

to the

As
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Horton (1970) states,

.

standard American time

is

.

today in the dominant middle-class stereotype,

directed to the future.

the lower class is directed to the present.

.

.

”

...

It is

In contrast,

time for

quite likely that the

teacher will view a student's use of time as an important criterion for judging
his potential for success in school.

Another aspect

the school requires adherence to a rigid schedule.

of the time conflict is that

This schedule contrasts

sharply with the sense of timelessness which seems to permeate the

life of the

inner city learner.
Finally,

it is

the teacher's insistence on the use of standard English only

and the student's inability

to conceptualize the

advantage of standard English

over his more functional language pattern that creates the potential

The whole area

of the use of language is one of ultimate importance for teachers

and students since their chief means of interaction

The importance

number

of

conflict.

is

of language for the inner city learner

words

in his daily

is

attested to by the

vocabulary used to describe the various forms of

verbal communication - rapping, running
a plea, jiving and signifying.

their use of language.

Kochman

it

down, shucking, gripping, copping

(1970) observes that each of these

verbal communication types serves a particular function and that the speaker

attempts to blend style
is distinctly fluent

and

Further, he states that each

to

achieve verbal power.

is

always characterized by a high degree of personal

style oftentimes regarded

more

as a performance than verbal exchange.

the teacher's perception is that the student doesn't care about language.

Yet,
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Implicit in the teacher's use of language is a
concern that the child's language

be polite, mannerly and proper.
Of these three areas, the writer assumed that authority
was the area

around which most conflicts

in interpersonal relationships

would most likely

occur.

The writer
his

own

feels that

it

is the

teacher who has satisfactorily resolved

feelings and reactions to the students' need for appropriate authority,

possesses and

is able to

project the kind of authority necessary for the teaching-

learning process to be productive in the inner city classroom.

This process

entails acceptance of responsibility for creating the kind of classroom

atmosphere most conducive for

facilitating the teaching-learning process.

Implicit in the writer's notion about expression of authority in an

appropriate manner

happens

in the

is the

teacher's acceptance of responsibility for what

classroom.

Jenkins (1966) states that the teacher must:
1.

... accept (the) full responsibility that
devolves upon him because of the power
and the authority that the school and
community vest in him.

2.

Define, with the class, the authority and
behavioral limits that will guide both his

and the learners' activities.
3.

Permit decision-making by the students
within pre -defined limits.
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4,

Be open to influence of the students so as
be amenable, within mutually defined and

to

acceptable limits, to their points of view.
these things are done by the teacher, Jenkins argues,
the full potential of group forces in the classroom can
be harnessed to enhance both the fulfillment of personal
If

needs and the mastery of subject matter,

Only

if

such a recognition and acceptance

(pp.

708-709).

of responsibility occurs, will

teachers be able and willing to help curb the feelings of despair and hopeless-

ness which permeate the classrooms of our inner

city schools.

Desirable Teacher Characteristics

Ryans (1960) found

that

warmth and

friendliness

characteristics which students value; however,

on the inner
while

it

city learner is the finding

were two teacher

more germane

to the studies

by Jenkins and Lippitt (1951) which,

confirmed the need for friendliness and warmth, went on

to state that

teachers and pupils also reported that power and control were a persistent
aspect of the teacher-pupil relationship.

Aspy

(1965) investigated the relationship between

genuiness with student reading achievement.

He found

warmth, empathy and

that students under

teachers ranking highest in empathy, warmth, and genuiness had significantly

greater achievement than students under teachers ranking low

Truax and Tatum

(1966) reported a study that

teacher empathy, warmth and genuiness with changes

in these variables.

compared the
in children's

level of

performance

and found that the degree of empathy and warmth was significantly related to
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positive change in children's school performance
and social adjustment.

These findings are

in

accord with Gage (1966) who delineated

five

desirable teacher behaviors on the basis of correlational
or experimental

evidence of their relationship with desirable outcomes or
aspects of teaching.

The

five desirable

behaviors are; warmth, cognitive organization, orderliness,

indirectness, and ability to solve instructional problems.
to this writer is the area of

warmth and

the extent to

Of major importance

which

this is a desirable

teacher characteristic.
Johnson's study (1935) demonstrated that positive, directive and

approving verbal communication with pupils ensured a greater degree of

compliance

to requests

and directions by learners, when compared with

negative, non specific, and reproving directions or requests.

The studies

of

Anderson (1946) and

his

co-workers demonstrated

that

the teacher's classroom personality and behaviors influenced the behavior of the

children she taught.

Teachers who used dominative techniques produced

their pupils aggressive and antagonistic behaviors which

toward both their teachers and their peers.
used socially integrative behaviors appeared
and self-directive behaviors

in the

On

in

were expressed

the other hand, teachers

to facilitate friendly,

who

cooperative

children.

Brookover (1954) reported a study of certain social and social psychological factors that might impinge on teacher effectiveness.

He inferred from

findings that teachers having the closest personal relationships with their

his
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students were the least effective teachers.

implications for the teachers who feel that

or

to give

This finding has tremendous
it is

sufficient to ’’love” their students

them a warm, supportive and therapeutic environment without

providing intellectual stimulation or challenge.

when teachers are unable

to

Similarly, problems exist

maintain the delicate balance between themselves

as professionals and persons.

This

is

a particularly difficult balance to maintain

since several forces interact in the teaclicr

who

is effective

with inner city

learners - professional competence, personal characteristics, and the less
visible

system

of values through

which the teacher's behavior

These factors constitute a large portion
These studies

screened.

dynamic processes

of teaching.

clarify the mixture or combination of qualities needed

for effectiveness in an inner city school.

be desirable and even necessary,
to effectiveness.

of the

is

it is

While several traits or qualities may

the combination which provides the clue

Warmth must be accompanied by genuiness and empathy may

be a necessary prelude to intellectual stimulation or challenge.

Teacher Expectations

Many

studies concerned with the role of the teacher have sought to

determine the effects of teachers' values, beliefs, attitudes and expectations
on the achievement of their students.

Kenneth Clark (1963) was among the

first to

express the belief that the

teacher's expectation of pupils' performance serves as a self-fulfilling

prophecy, especially for the middle class teacher

in inner city schools.

Clark
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(1965) states:

...

a key component of the deprivation which

afflicts ghetto children is that generally their

teachers do not expect them to learn and that
they have adopted as their concept of their
function custodial care and discipline.

Accordingly, the motivational problems of the
children will be solved when teachers can be
motivated to teach effectively - that is, to set
high standards of scholastic performance and
to provide good instruction combined with
emotional acceptance and support, (p. 132).

The IIARYOU study

(1964) indicated that the white middle class teachers

tend to underestimate the ability and to misinterpret the goals of minority

group children.

The author

"The issue of the class origin and outlook

states,

of teachers revolves around the question of the ability of teachers to understand

and identify with their pupiles,

(p.

224).

Data obtained from the Rosenthal and Jacobsen (1968) study supported
the hypothesis that expectations of authority figures regarding the behavior of

those

whom

they control, importantly influence the latter's behavior.

Although this study received unfavorable critiques for

and statistical

analysis of

The implications

its data,

its

of their study are that

may

methodology

findings are interesting to note here.

when teachers have

of poor achievement for lower class children or for

tracks, the expectations

its

rigid expectations

pupils in low ability

function as self-fulfilling prophecies.

Leacock (1969) challenged the notion

that faulty

communication between

teachers and students can be accounted for simply by class differences.

She

stated that:

... the school is, in fact, not presenting 'middleclass' values to working-class children unless this
is interpreted to refer specifically to the 'middle-

class' views of the teacher toward 'lower-class'
children whose role in society is seen as restricted.
In other words, the school is conveying ammiddle-

class image of how working-class children are and
- an image which emphasizes
obedience, respect and conscientiousness as

how they should be

desirable, rather than ability, responsibility, and
initiative, and which expects deviance to be unruliness
with regard to behavior and apathy with regard to

curriculum.

It is our further contention that through
projection of this image upon the children, teachers
help perpetuate the very behavior they decry, (p. 181).

In an attempt to correct the

major deficiencies of the earlier studies on

teacher expectations, Rist (1970) determined that differential expectations are

formed by a series
students, i.e.

,

of subjectively interpreted attributes and characteristics of

teachers possess a roughly constructed 'ideal type' as to what

characteristics are necessary to achieve 'success' both in the public school

and

in the

larger society.

social class.

Such characteristics are significantly related

to

Secondly, he found that students receive differential treatment

based on the basence of possession of the

traits

deemed necessary

or failure.

He concludes:
appears that the public school system not only
mirrors the configurations of the larger society,
It

but also significantly contributes to maintaining

Thus

system of public education in
reality perpetuates what it is ideologically
committed to eradicate - class barriers which

them.

the

for success
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result in inequality in the social and
economic
life of the citizenry.

Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the four basic
variables thought to directly
affect the debilitating conditions of
the

classrooms of inner

city schools - the

subculture of the inner city school; inner city
learner characteristics; desirable

teacher characteristics; and teacher expectations.
Partly responsible for the deteriorating conditions

from teaching

number

to controlling the

youngsters

of inexperienced teachers, the

in their

is the shift in

charge.

focus

With an increasing

system becomes a means for insiduously

indoctrinating young, inexperienced teachers in the ways and

means

for survival.

This indoctrination becomes possible because of inadequate supervision
and

lowered expectations from school administrators.

Beginning teachers are neither

adequately taught nor are they expected to learn how to facilitate the teachinglearning process.

At the other end of the continuum
has faced an ethnically changing school.
totally different set of

is the older,

experienced teacher who

Many teachers, suddenly faced

demands, needs and concerns,

with a

find they are unable to

transfer to a ’better school’ or adjust to the new demands.

The picture

of the

inner city school whose troubles are caused by culture clashes between middle
class teachers and lower class students
that of a set of

is

changing.

middle class teachers continuing

The picture emerging

to socialize

youngsters and

is
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relate to

them

obedience

is

in

ways

that prepare

them for subordinate roles

in

which

valued over responsibility and compliance over initiative.

These

changing goals result from teachers' implicit assumptions that
lower class^
learners have a limited intellectual capacity, thus causing teachers
to lower
expectations which, in time, accounts for lower achievement.

A

survey of a class of inner

city learners reveals a

wide variety of

learning styles, reactions to authority, predisposition toward school and the
capacity to respond to an uncaring school environment.

The

trait

mentioned most frequently as the cause for

to the structure is the learners' reaction to authority figures.

warmth seems

to

is

Simultaneously,

be a desirable teacher characteristic; unless the warmth

accompanied by a strong belief and urgent conviction
what

maladjustment

is

that children can learn

expected of them, however, warmth, too, seems to lose

as a desirable teacher quality in the inner city school.

its

effectiveness
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CHAPTER

III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter will present the procedures and methodology for the study.

The

setting for the study and the characteristics of the designated school will

be described.

In

order

to insure confidentiality, neither the designated school

nor any of the participants will be named.

The rationale for

the items included in the questionnaires will be

presented along with a description of the items included in the teacher
observation guide.
Racapitulating what was said in Chapter

study to:

(1)

I,

it

is the

purpose of this

obtain data about the aspects of teacher behavior which this

author and selected students, teachers and administrators from a designated
inner city school take into account when they

teacher effectiveness;

(2)

determine the extent

individuals mentioned above as to
effective,

(b)

the criteria

make judgments regarding

(a)

of

consensus among the

the identity of teachers judged

most

employed when making such judgments and

importance of each criterion; and

(3)

(c)

the

determine the advisability of encouraging

individuals designated by raters as effective classroom teachers to conduct

ongoing inservice human relations training programs for their colleagues.
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The

Setting

The author had access
of an inner city school.

to a school

The school

is

which met the general requirements

located in a city which

center for business, industry, and residence.

A

is

an industrial

look at the population figures

reveals the pattern found in most urban areas of the United States.

That

is,

an analysis of the census figures reveals a continually shifting and changing
population which has resulted in an inner city goegraphical area which

is

populated largely by Black and Puerto Rican residents.

The Public School System

is

organized on a K-8-4 plan.

This study

concerned with the junior and senior year high school population.

is

Of the two

schools serving the city’s high school population the designated school

is

located nearer the central area of the city and serves the inner city area.
In addition to the usual

problems of inner

a large number of young, inexperienced teachers

city school staffs, including

(of the

nineteen teachers in

the English Department, ten had taught fewer than three years), this school

also has a large
tSBC

transition

number

of teachers and school personnel

who have witnessed

from an economically favored student population

income population.

Teachers facing

this transition

to a

lower

have been and are being

required to change in order to meet the new demands, social and educational

experiences of a different school population.

The designated school’s
from

faculty enrollment is 120.

the English and Social Studies Departments

Thirty-one teachei

were asked

to

f

be respondents
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The rationale for choosing the English and Social Studies
Department
later.

The student body population

Black (See Table

is 1,

536,

more

than half of which

is

explained

is

I),

TABLE

I

STUDENT BODY POPULATION
White

Black

Other*

%

%
Student body

35

56

9

of designated

school.
* Includes

Puerto Rican and Cuban

Process of Selection

The proposal for
(Appendix A).

this study

was submitted

in letter

form

to the principal

The writer met with the principal and further explained the

study, spelling out the time required and the details of the requests contained
in the original proposal.

After the initial meeting with the principal, the

writer met the heads of the English and Social Studies Departments along with
three administrators.
Next, a series of seven short orientation sessions were held with each

group of teachers during part of regularly scheduled preparation periods.

At

these sessions, teachers were informed of the overall goals and objectives of
the study.

After the explanation and a question and answer session, teachers
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were asked

to

complete the two questionnaires (Appendices
B &

Teachers were assured

C).

of the confidentiality of the contents
of the

questionnaires; only the teachers' code numbers were
put on the accompanying

answer sheets.

They were then asked
two of their classes.
typical

if

the writer could visit (fifteen minutes each)

They were

told that the writer

classroom interactions between students and teachers.

were arranged and a schedule was outlined
to conduct the observations.

were
in

was interested

to

in

observing

Tentative times

cover the seven days required

Again, for purposes of confidentiality, teachers

told that the results of the observations

would be entered on index cards

code which was unintelligible to anyone without a copy of the observation

guide.

During the course of the orientation sessions, the writer attempted

to

put the teachers at ease and to assure them of both the positive nature of the

study and the constructive use to which the results could be put.
told that the writer

that

it

was

wished

left to their

to

enter the room as unobtrusively as possible, but

discretion whether or not to announce the presence of

the observer as a visitor to their classes.

Teachers were told

after the first two or three minutes, the observer

came

at an

observer come

awkward time,

at another time.

that, generally,

was quickly forgotten and

classes usually resumed their usual ways of interacting.
visit

They were

Also,

if

the observer's

the teacher could simply request that the
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Finally, the teachers

were informed

that at the

end of the class

observations, the observation guide would be discussed with
them as well as
explanations of any part of the study which might be of interest
to them.
Finally they

were

told that

when an analysis

of the data had been made, the

writer would return to the school to discuss the results with the
teachers and
other interested school personnel.

The Sample
Thirty-one English and Social Studies teachers were respondents.

TABLE

II

DESCRIPTION OF TEACHER RESPONDENTS BY SEX AND RACE
White

Black

Males

15

2

17

Females

13

1

14

28

3

31

Total

The particular combination

of English and Social Studies teachers

upon for practical reasons in that the

above

thirty;

procedures
in that

Total

total

number

was decided

for both departments

was

such a sample size would allow certain kinds of analytical

to

performed.

In addition, there is the similarity in subject

both disciplines are global in nature, thus leaving a great deal of

discretion to the teacher in terms of emphasis and focus.

Also, both

matter

disciplines require verbalization and
socialization skills which facilitate teache

student interaction

combination.

more

readily than would math, science or

some other

Finally, since both subjects are generally
required of all

students, this would insure a broader sample of
student raters.
In addition to the thirty-one teachers,

cluded:

seven administrators were in-

two deans, three vice-principals and the principal.

of this study the two department heads
actuality, they

perform the duties

For the purpose

were included as administrators.

In

of supervisors and both department heads

teach at least two classes.

TABLE

III

DISTRIBUTION OF ADMINISTRATORS BY RACE AND SEX
Black

White

Male

2

4

6

Female

1

1

2

3

5

8

Total

Department Heads were very helpful

in

terms

Total

of explaining the various

classes and the general nature of elective versus required courses.

In

addition, since the English department assigns its students on the basis of
ability

(commonly referred

to

as tracking)

it

was necessary for

be informed about the various class labels and designations
cross section of grades and students.

in

the writer to

order

to get a
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Ninety students were selected to be respondents.

standard procedure for some classes,

each track.

it

was decided

Since tracking is the

to include students

from

Although according to the director of guidance the percentage of

students within each of the three tracks

is

approximately twenty per cent for

the top group (referred to as the Alpha or college prep group) and forty per

cent for both the middle and lower ability groups,

each group equally (analysis
as

all

is

it

was decided

to

represent

done for c'ach track taken individually as well

90 students taken together).

TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT RESPONDENTS BY RACE AND SEX
Black

White

Total*

Males

43

9

52

Females

33

5

38

76

14

90

Total
’•'Spanish

speaking respondents were not included.

Administering the Questionnaire
Before instructions were given, teachers were asked

accompanying answer sheet

the total

number

record on the

of years of their teaching

experience and the number of years they had taught

One

to

at the designated school.

of the questionnaires given to teachers and administrators

was

the

Conceptual Development Instrument (hereinafter referred to as CDI) developed
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by Eiseman (1971).
five pole scores

uses 5-point Likert type items and

It

from which a developmental

five pole indicators or scores are:

Pole

1

is

designed

to yield

profile can be constructed.

The

(Absolutism - Glorification of

Authority), Pole 2 (Negativism - ’'Freedom from”),
Pole 3 (Field Dependents -

Social Anxiety), Pole 4 (Self-absorption -

dependence

A

"Freedom

to”),

and Pole 5 (Inter-

- collaboration).

score on Pole

1

would bo indicative of a teacher's tendency

authority and to think and respond in absolute and concrete
terms.

who score high on Pole

1

to glorify

Individuals

have a greater dependence on authority-related cues

as guidelines to belief and action.

A
which

is

high score on Pole 2 would be indicative of a teacher's negativism

characterized by a 'freedom from' syndrome.

Such teachers spend

a

great deal of time and energy getting free or wishing they were free from
external constraints such as authority, conventionality and structure.
Field dependence and social anxiety are the two traits commonly

associated with individuals who score high on Pole

3.

These teachers are most

dependent upon external forces and have a fear of negative evaluations.

Such

individuals are partially governed by social restraint and self-control.

Teachers high on Pole 4 are capable of positive self-absorption and
are interested

in

becoming free

to

engage

in constructive pursuits.

These

individuals are independent and self-sufficient; sometimes, however, they

prefer to "go

it

alone”

to the extent that they fail to take

helpful resource persons or materials.

advantage of potentially
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A

high score on Pole 5 would be indicative of
a teacher's capacity to be

interdependent.

Such teachers display a greater perceptiveness
of their

students' needs and concerns and are able to
encourage individuals to develop

responsibility and initiative.

able to

Also, teachers who score high on Pole 5 are

work collaboratively which would be a factor

to facilitate their inter-

actions with students.

The second questionnaire (Appendix

C)

was also given

strators and thirty-one English and Social Studies teachers.
the second questionnaire

was an alphabetical roster which

to eight

admini-

Accompanying

number

listed a code

for each of the English and Social Studies teachers.

Respondents were instructed
1.

to;

List three teachers (excluding themselves)

would best

fit

who

the descriptions in eight

categories.

The

2.

Write code numbers rather than names of
teachers.

3.

Rank order nine teacher

4.

Rate then teacher traits on 4-point Likert scales.

first part of this questionnaire

qualities.

was designed

to

determine whether

or not there existed a consensus Eimong teachers and administrators as
identity of teachers

attempted

to

who would best

fit

into the eight categories.

Also,

to the

it

provide data which might shed light on such questions as to what

extent the identity of teachers, "who
ability to teach, " or

command

the

most respect for their

"who maintain the classroom climate most suitable

for
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learning” would be the same as those, -'whom
you would most like

charge of a major in-service program for
human relations
participant.

--

It

was explained

that

in

have be

in

which you were

a

to

such a program would be designed

to

improve

communication and understanding among administrators,
teachers and students.

The instructions on

the student questionnaires

the questionnaires for teachers and administrators.

were similar
In

order

to

to those

on

reduce the

possibility of students being influenced by their
present English and Social

Studies teachers,

it

was decided

to

administer the student questionnaires

in

Science and Mathematics classes.

The Mathematics and Science department heads were informed

of the

nature of the study and were asked to suggest classes in which a sufficient

number

of the three groupings could be found.

The Mathematics department

head was helpful by selecting classes which gave the broadest representation of
the student body and helped in the randomness of the selection.

The guidance

director was consulted about the number of students most likely to be taking

some form

of either

mathetmatics or science

Approximately seventy-five per cent of

some form

and senior years.

juniors and seniors go on to take

of science and mathetmatics, thus about seventy-five per cent of

the juniors and seniors

Teachers
contacted.

all

in the junior

in the

were

eligible to receive the questionnaire.

designated Science and Mathetmatics classes were

They were asked

to allow the

writer to use a portion of a class

period (preferably at the beginning in order

to

allow sufficient time for
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explanation and questions) to administer
the questionnaire to the entire
class.

Teacher Observation Guide
Medley and Mitzel’s chapter. ’’Measuring
Classroom Behavior by
Systematic Observation” and Withall’s
chapter,

Classroom”

in the Hancfo ook of

’’Social Interaction in the

Research on Teaching describe

the limitations

of using the direct approach of
observing classroom behavior of students and

teachers.

In

an attempt to overcome the reluctance of
teachers and administra-

tors, respondents

of the study as

were carefully informed

of the

broad goals and objectives

well as the positive results which might be
applicable to the

designated school staff.

Being aware of the usual limitations of using direct

observation this writer was hopefully able to avoid some of
the

An observation

guide was developed consisting of 19 seven point rating

scales and 2 nine point scales (Appendix

).

Since class periods were only forty-two minutes long,
to visit only

pitfalls.

it

was possible

two classes each period; therefore, the coding was done during

and immediately after the
specific behaviors which

visit.

During the actual

were examples

on the teachers’ use of authority.

visit, notes

were taken on

of student-teacher interactions focusing

The notes helped

to

remind the observer

of

the bases for his ratings.

The time

of fifteen minutes

a good cross section of behaviors.

the

same teacher

the

seemed

to

be an adequate time for observing

During the

visit to a

observer saw a variation of

second class taught by

the effect of the teacher’s
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personality on the classroom atmosphere.

occurred between a changeover

in

The most dramatic differences

student ability group from one level to

another.

Explanation of Items in Observation Guide

The author reviewed
and Mitzel, 1963),

would have for
is

in

order

the literature on observational schedules (Medley
to better conceptualize the

this particular study.

meaning

that authority

One major assumption was

a crucial dimension of student-teacher interactions.

that authority

Following

is

a simplified

version of the procedure designed by Hutchinson (1969), the concept of authority

was operationalized.
were included

Additional items were suggested by the statements which

in the Conceptual

of Kounin (1970).

Development Instrument and from the writings

The following items became

the operational concept of

authority as used for the purpose of this study:
1.

Knowledge

of subject matter (poor to excellent)

Teacher refers

to teaching materials in order to check
resource, correctness, etc. rather than as a crutch.
Teacher takes steps to determine student comprehension.
Number of questions posed to facilitate clarification.
Teacher acknowledges but does not fall prey to stalling,
delaying or any other manipulative tactics.

2.

Maintains interest of students (poor

Teacher looks around periodically

to excellent)

to check activities of
Discussion directed to entire class rather
than a few. Teacher changes format or style of
presentation and uses voice for emphasis. Teacher
walks around freely. Attends to potential disruptions
easily. Students contribute to class by volunteering

students.
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comments or asking

question.

Students engaged

in activities directly related to the

hand.
3.

Teacher asks questions

Sense of purpose

(of

lesson)

classwork

at

skillfully.

made

clear to students

(poor to excellent)

Teacher gives explicit instructions, clear assignments
and explanations for deviations from planned lessons.
Goals and objectives alluded to in discussion to give
added context and perspective to present lesson.
Appropriateness of student feedback acknowledged.
Periodic references made to previous or future
lessons, assignments or projects. Student comments
show evidence of broader context. Tangential comments
are at a minimum.
4.

Extent to which what's going on in the classroom seems
to fit what the teacher wants to happen (poor to excellent)

Teacher's comfortableness with style of presentation can
range from dissatisfaction (directing class to few; air
of resignation or pleading for cooperation) to Complacency
(superficial involvement with subject matter or preoccupied
with subject matter. Ignores students' lack of interest
and distractibility; questions and discussion directed to
no one in particular) or to Satisfaction (teacher's behavior
is producing the effects he intends; varies his style to
achieve different effects; in tune with the mood and atmosphere of the class). Teacher seems satisfied with student
reception, comprehension and behavior of students. Minimal
reminders needed to get class to calm down, return to
original focus, answer questions or to remain attentive.
The techniques and methods being used are accomplishing
what he wants them to accomplish.
5.

Takes

into account the class as a

group (poor

Comments, questions, discussion and
to entire class.

to excellent)

attention directed

Instructions arc given to entire class.

Deals with class as an entity. Teacher calls on students
at random and not to control or to embarrass. Able to
get other than usual volunteers to get involved in class
activities. Shows evidence that entire class is included
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6.

in the

ongoing activities at hand.

Deals with students as individuals (who differ from
one another)
(poor to excellent)

Deals with individuals within the class and tailors demands
and expectations to students. Deals with interruptions
(tardy student, student with pass or excuse for
absence, etc.
appropriately. Acknowledges presence of late students by
bringing up-to-date with present activities. Follows through
to help student clearly articulate comments or
questions.
Acknowledges students who adhere to established practices
(raised hands, etc. ).
7.

Involvement with student concerns (low

to high)

Teacher responds with interest and understanding to questions
or comments of students. Teacher takes into account probable
differences in perceptions of different students. Helps students
draw conclusions based on their own perceptions. Follows

through to insure comprehension. Teacher is available and
approachable without being manipulated. Does not manipulate
students for

own interests or

The next three categories

gain.

(friendly-hostile,

shows respect

-

shows

condescension, and relaxed -tense) are indicative of the teacher's
ability to maintain the balance between his professional role and
his capacity as a person to relate to other human beings.
8.

Friendly - Hostile

Teacher smiles occasionally, enjoys jokes and spontaneous
comments by students. Evidence of warmth and genuiness.
Easy manner; alternates moods of seriousness and lightheartedness. Students seem free to speak to teacher on
matters not directly related to lesson at hand; feel free to
derive personal implications from lesson. No evidence
of anger or hostility in response to students.
9.

Shows respect

-

Shows condescension

Frequent acceptance and use of student comments and
No evidence of sarcasm and put-down of
students. No need to play game of one-up-manship or

questions.
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make jokes which are at the expense of students.
Polite
with no need to resort to ridicule. Able to
accept
interruptions by students; or if teacher interrupts
a
student to make a point, remembers to return
the floor

back
10.

to the student.

Relaxed

-

Tense

Teacher possesses

ability to detect

and swing with the
Easily and quickly detects the tone
of the class on a particular day; deals with it and
still
able to move into the lesson or assignment at hand.

mood

of the class.

Not rigid about need to accomplish predetermined

list

of objectives in preparation for test, new unit, etc.
Whether walking around, sitting or simply standing,
is relaxed.

The following two categories have to do with the ability of the
teacher to handle the enormous number of clerical duties and
tasks without allowing them to intrude or monopolize the lessons.
Also, they are indicative of the teacher's ability to be consistent
in having students abide by the rules of the classroom.
11.

Efficient - Inefficient

Deals with clerical duties in a consistent pattern: passing
out books, paper, tests or assignments, etc. Standard
operating procedures such as raised hands. Minimal

time required for class to refocus discussion resume
reading or for order to be restored. Seating chart or
similar device used for roll. One topic at a time for
discussion, and one item passed out at a time if using
several for future discussions.
12.

Flexible - Rigid

Students free to assume responsibility for carrying out
tasks; passing out texts, opening windows with minimal
interruptions. Routines are varied. Teacher able to
handle interruptions expeditiously without allowing
situations to

become disrupting

to entire class.

Students

Tardy
student acknowledged with appropriate questions or comments.
feel free to interact with

minimal interruptions.
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13.

Aware

of student behavior in

classroom (low

to high)

Teacher possesses the ability to communicate awareness
of what's happening. Good sense of timing for intervention,
does not allow an incident to build up out of proportion or
allow actual instigator to go unnoticed. Acknowledges
students who adhere to operating procedures (raised hands).

Regardless of physical position, students feel that they
are in easy view of the teacher. Teacher moves easily
area of room to preclude disruption.
14.

to

Aware

of what's behind responses of students (oblivious to
perceptive)

Teacher possesses the quality commonly referred to as
empathy or an ability to sense what is really being asked
or not asked. Teacher's response seems to closely match
student questions. Acknowledges and answers student
responses for students' benefit. Does not presume to tell
student meaning of his question; rather, helps student to
better articulate his question. Asks class for assistance
in derermining student perspective or context. Listens and
follows through on student comments. Responds or
acknowledges student's answer to rhetorical question even
though the teacher had not intended that the question be
answered.
15.

Appropriateness of expectations (inappropriate to appropriate)

References to homework assignments, tests, and other class
requirements are accompanied by an air of positive expectation.
Follows through on assignments and homework. Does not
show an air of resignation when asking for homework or
requirements. Prods class appropriately. Gives a further
explanation to help students better understand process and
significance of homework, questions, etc. Demands the
interest of and directs expectations to entire class rather

than to a faithful few.
techniques.

Refuses to be led astray by manipulative
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Distribution of power (held completely by teacher - shared)

16.

Encourages students' participation and interaction with
teacher and among themselves. Encourages questions,
comments and suggestions from students. Teacher does
not deliberately or indirectly suppress student interest.
Students are given choices and opportunities to help
establish priorities.
17.

Teacher

feels that there is one

Absolutism

-

answer only

Relativism

Teacher accepts different interpretations to questions.
Encourages student opinion. Follows through on questions
to preclude guessing for predetermined answer. Accepts
student comment and helps put it into perspective rather
than simply dismiss

Avoids asking questions for
simple 'yes' or 'no' answers or questions for which there
is only one answer. Avoids asking questions simply to
show teacher's knowledge. Encourages discussion around
issues and ideas.

18.

it.

Teacher depends on rules and status as means of influencing
behavior of students
Completely dependent

-

minimally dependent

Note references to self as teacher or class as students.
Teacher avoids remarks which emphasize differences in
himself and his students. Does not give answers in form
of final authority. Abel to bring closure to issues and
ideas rather than cutting off students. Does not attempt
to stifle questions. Encourages rebuttal and questions

from students.
Items #19 and #20 consisted of a nine point scale

in

which the writer

rated teachers on, "I would want this teacher to teach a child of mine" and

would want

program.

f f

this

teacher to conduct an inservice human relations training

"I
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Summary
The attempt was made

to utilize the four questionnaires in

order

to

determine the identity of teachers rated effective by students, teachers,
administrators and the observer, the criteria employed by each set of raters,

and finally the extent
In

to

which each criterion influences the overall rating.

order to construct the observation guide and the questionnaires, the

writer first had to determine through the review of the literature those

dimensions of interpersonal relations which were probably crucial variables
for the inner city classroom.

Next, the concept of authority was operationalized;

a 20-item observation guide was constructed.

One major problem

in dealing with questionnaires

and rating scales of

this nature is the difficulty in translating feelings into meaningful statements.

The assumption made but not tested throughout
and the rating scale was that

in inner city schools noncognitive variables

influence interpersonal relationships as

variables.

the design of the questionnaires

The items contained

much

as, if not

more

in the four questionnaires

than, cognitive

and the rating scale

result from the operationalization of the concept authority and

somewhat; however, the writer
of overlap than to omit
authority.

some

felt that it

would be better

probably

to

may overlap

have some degree

potentially important variables or dimensions of
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
This chapter will present the analysis and
interpretation of the data.

Once again,

the purpose of the study

of teacher behavior

which

this author

was

to obtain data

concerning the aspects

and selected respondents from a

designated inner city school use when making judgments regarding
teacher
effectiveness.

Further, the study was designed to determine the extent of

consensus among the respondents as
effective,

(b)

the criteria

to:

(a)

the identity of teachers judged

employed when making such judgments and

importance of each criterion.

A

third purpose

was

to

(c)

most

the

determine the advisability

of encouraging individuals designated by raters as effective classroom teachers
to eonduct ongoing inservice

human

relations training

programs for

their

colleagues.

Three questionnaires and an observer's rating guide were used
the data.

The rating guide and questionnaires reflected

the concept of authority as described in Chapter III.

to obtain

the operationalization of

Discussion and rationale

for the items included in the questionnaires and rating scales were also included
in

Chapter III.
Factor analysis seemed most advantageous for the statistical analysis of

the study.

According

to

Kerlinger (1964), factor analysis

is

a method for
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determining the number and nature of underlying variables among large
quantities of measures.

This process reduces to a manageable size the number

of variables with which the writer

investigator

must deal conceptually.

must examine each factor and assign

to

it

Ultimately, the

a label that

seems

to

capture the characteristics which the variables with the highest ’’loadings" have
in

common.
To

factor analyze a group of variables, an investigator must select one

of several conventional procedures.

Regardless of the procedure chosen, the

investigator eventually ends up with one column of figures for each factor

showing the extent
In

to

which each variable correlates with or "loads" on that factor.

order to determine the nature of any given factor, the variables with the

highest loadings on that factor must be studied as a group.

used for determining the variables

to

The procedure

be included in the "high loading group"

consisted of placing the loadings in a descending order and inspecting the
loadings to identify a natural break, i.e.

and the items which follow

viz, the

The larger

the

a gap between a first cluster of items

it.

The above mentioned inspection
ation:

list of

is

influenced by an important consider-

number

of variables to be included in the label assigning process.

number

of variables included in the "high loading group,

heterogeneous the variables, and therefore the more
arriving at a convincing or appropriate label.

variables factor analyzed

in all

difficult the

Given that the

’’

the

more

process of

total

number

of

but one instance varied between eight and ten.
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it

was decided

to

consider no

more

than four or five variables in the labeling

of any particular factor.

The remainder
(1)

(2)

and

of this chapter will be divided into three

major sections

a listing of the criteria respondents use to determine effectiveness,
extent of consensus

(3)

human

among respondents on teachers judged most

effective,

advisability of encouraging ’’effective” teachers to conduct inservice

relations training programs.

Criteria for Judging Effective Teachers
Criteria Employed by Teachers
In

an attempt to determine the preference that teachers have for

teacher traits, they were asked

importance.

rank order nine items

The lower the mean ranking,

The results are contained
It

to

in

the

in

terms

more important

of their

the given item.

Table V.

can be seen that ”knowledge of subject matter” was ranked above the

other items.

It

is

interesting to note that in spite of the popular notions about

the need to be a good disciplinarian in inner city schools, this trait

was marked

fifth.

To

further explore the kinds of criteria teachers might use when

judging the extent to which teachers are effective, respondents were asked to
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TABLE V
RESULTS OF ITEMS RANKED BY TEACHERS ON DESIRABLE
TEACHER TRAITS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

Teacher Traits

Mean Ranking

Knowledge of subject matter
Encourages discussion and
student participation

Warm

1.32

3. 81

2.04
2.42

3. 97

teaching method
Good disciplinarian

4. 19

of

classroom

activities

Efficient, businesslike

5. 19

1.96
2.47

5.23
5.71

2.35
2.30

6.32
8.32

1.83

The lower the mean rating, the more important
The results of these ratings are contained in Table VI.

rate ten items.

item.

manner

Deve.

2.26

and friendly manner
Uses varied approach and

Maintains well ordered and
structured classroom
Holds high expectations
Encourages joint planning

Std.

1.

17

the given
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TABLE VI
RESULTS OF ITEMS RATED BY TEACHERS IN TERMS OF THEIR
IMPORTANCE TO THEM AS DESIRABLE TEACHER QUALITIES

Teacher Qualities

Mean Rating

Developing creativity
Developing independence
Encouraging interactions between
teachers and students
Keeping order in their classrooms
Allowing students to share

Dev

Std.

1.

13

.34

1.

19

.40

1.19
1.45

.40

1.81

.70

1.94

.77

1.94

.63

2.03

.71

2. 16

.93

2.87

.85

.57

responsibility for planning

classroom

activities

Supporting the policies of
the school
Allowing students to work without
direct supervision

Taking into account the opinions
of ones colleagues
Allowing students to decide
individually how to spend a
portion of their time
Maintaining the schedule suggested
in the curriculum guide

The results indicate

that of the ten items "developing creativity"

as most important while ’’maintaining the schedule"

One cannot predict from
behavior

may

this table

not be (and

priorities implicit above.

how teachers are

is

is

viewed

viewed as least important.

likely to

from my own observations was

behave since their

not) congruent with the
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In

an attempt to better understand the criteria teachers
use when judging

teacher effectiveness, teachers were asked

themselves) who would best

A

fit

into

each

teacher's score was based on how

to list

three teachers (excluding

of eight categories (Appendix C),

many times

he was mentioned by his peers

for fulfilling the requirements for each of the eight categories.

were factor analyzed
of effectiveness.

to reveal the

dimensions underlying the teachers' concepts

The following factors were
I.

II.

III.

These scores

identified:

Interpersonal Orientation

Process -Orientation
Stage Presence

TABLE VII

TEACHER FACTOR

INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATION

I:

Factor
Loadings

.

87

.

87

.

86

.

85

Item Description

Good working relationships with administrators
Could conduct an inservice human relations program
Would want to have teach their own child
Good working relationships with peers

All of the above items which comprise the interpersonal orientation

factor are concerned with the general personal trait of having strengths in

interpersonal relationships.

It

seems

that certain teachers are

colleagues as having an ability to work well with

all

viewed by their

groups within the school:
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students, administrators, and their colleagues.

TABLE VIII

TEACHER FACTOR
Factor
Loadings

PROCESS-ORIENTATION

Item Description

Would want to have teach their own child
Maintain classroom dir ite necessary for learning
Others would like to team teach

.93
.92
.

II:

91

Commands

.90

respect for teaching ability

This factor appears to include interpersonal competencies as well as

competencies relating

commands respect

to a teacher's ability to

manage a class

in a

manner which

for one's teaching ability.

TABLE IX

TEACHER FACTOR
Factor
Loadings

STAGE PRESENCE

Item Description

.94

Would want

92

Commands

.

III:

to have teach their own child
respect for teaching ability

.

80

Maintains discipline

.

80

Good working relationships with administrators

This factor has been labeled stage prescmcc and
ability to

command respect

is

related to a teacher's

as well as to maintain discipline - two crucial items
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in

terms of being an effective teacher

explanation for the fact that

'TDest

in

at the other

possible

relationship with administrators" loads

heavily on this factor is that administrators

who are good

A

inner city schools.

may

react favorably to teachers

items loading on this factor.

Probably, these favorable

reactions exert a positive influence on the teacher’s working relationships
with

administrators.

The item "own child" was present

among

factors

may

in all three factors.

This overlap

indicate that teachers tend to be less discriminating and

react to their colleagues in broad and global terms.

This seems especially

true since "own child" received the highest loading for both stage presence and

process -orientation factors.
have enabled the teachers
judging the

Criteria

to

It

may be

make

that a larger

finer distinctions

sample

among

of items would

criteria

when

effectiveness of teachers.

Employed by Administrators

Administrators were also asked
their importance.

to

The lower the ranking,

The results are contained

in

Table X.

rank order nine items in terms of
the

more important

the given item.
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TABLE X
RESULTS OF ITEMS RANKED BY ADMINISTRATORS ON
DESIRABLE TEACHER TRAITS

Teacher Traits

Mean Ranking

Knowledge of subject matter
Uses varied approach and
teaching method
Encourages discussion and

Warm

Holds high expectations
Encourages joint planning of
classroom activities
Maintains well ordered and
structured classroom

manner

teachers ranked

above

all the

it

.

88

2

midway.

85

6.25
7.75

5,23
4.59

75

4.62

8.00
8.63

5.58
4.72
5.30

,

.

88

very similar

Once again, knowledge

.

to the teacher's.

.

The

whereas

of subject matter

was ranked

other items.

rating, the

are contained

is

.

the ranking of good disciplinarian in last place

Administrators were also asked

mean

4.31

8

This ranking of teacher qulaities
is

3.63

7

Good disciplinarian

major difference

1.58

3

and friendly manner

Efficient, businesslike

25

1

student participation

Dev

Std.

in

more important
Table

XL

to rate ten

the given item.

more

items.

The results

The lower

the

of these ratings
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TABLE XI
RESULTS OF ITEMS RATED BY ADMINISTRATORS ON
DESIRABLE TEACHER TRAITS
Teacher Traits

Mean Rating

Encourages interactions between
students and teachers
Developing creativity in students
Keeping order in their classrooms
Developing independence in students
Supporting the policies of the
school
Allowing students to share

Devc.

Std.

.25

.46

.25

.46

.38

.

74

.38

.52

.38

.74

.50

.53

responsibility for planning

classroom activities
Taking into account the opinions
of one's colleagues

Allowing students to decide individually
how to spend a portion of their time
Allowing students to work without
direct supervision
Maintaining the schedule suggested
in the curriculum guide

The results
given by teachers.

of ratings

.63

.

74

.75

.

89

1.00

.76

1.38

.74

by administrators differ slightly from the ratings

Administrators rate "interactions between students and

teachers" as most important while teachers rated "developing creativity" as

most important.

Both teachers and administrators view "maintaining the

schedule in the curriculum guide" as least important.

The factors below resulted from

the scores based on the

number

of times

teachers were chosen by administrators, thus they show the dimensions under-
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lying the administrators' concepts of
effectiveness.

those identified for the teachers.

Note they are the same as

The differences between

the two sets of

criteria will be discussed in a later section.

TABLE X
ADMINISTRATOR FACTOR

Factor
Loadings

•

Would want to have teach their own child
Maintain classroom climate necessary for learning
Good working relationships with peers
Others would like to team teach

•91
86

•

85

INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATION

Item Description

93

•

I:

II

Most
with peers

of the items have to do with maintaining good working relationships

(this

includes the "team teach" item).

personal competencies relating

to

manner which commands respect

Also,

it

includes inter-

a teacher's ability to manage a class in a
for one's teaching ability.

TABLE XIII
ADMINISTRATOR FACTOR
Factor
Loadings

II:

PROCESS-ORIENTATION

Item Description

Commands

.

91

.

91

,

88

respect for teaching ability
Maintains classroom climate necessary for learning
Could conduct an inservice human relations program

.

86

Would want

to

have teach their own child
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Items on this factor are concerned with a process which
enables
teachers to be versatile in situations requiring effective
interpersonal skills
as well as good management skills for classroom and
inservice programs.

TABLE XIV
ADMINISTRATOR FACTOR

Factor
Loadings

.

75

This factor
all

respect for teaching ability

Good working relationships with administrators
Can maintain discipline

.77
.

STAGE PRESENCE

Item Description

Commands

78

III:

is

concerned with a combination of items related

to a

general

round competency for classroom management and interpersonal relations,

the latter being used both in and out of the classroom.

Person and process-oriented are very similar,

the

major differences

being that working relationships are more important for the person-oriented
factor while the inservice

program

is

included in the process-oriented factor.

Criteria Employed by Students
Students were also asked to rank order eight teacher qualities
of effectiveness.

The results are

with the item receiving the lowest

listed in the

order of importance

mean ranking being

the

in

in orde7-

Table XV,

most important item.
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TABLE

XI

RESULTS OF ITEMS RANKED BY STUDENTS ON DESIRABLE
TEACHER TRAITS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
Teacher Traits

Mean Ranking

Understanding

Dev

Std.

85

1

.

09

2 83

1

.

82

Fair

3.30

Warm

1

.

35

4 99

1

.

74

5.00
5.47
6.02
6.52

1

.

95

1

Friendly

.

.

.

Flexible

Expect a

lot

Businesslike
Strict

1.78
1.

78

1

92

,

Understanding was ranked as most important followed by friendly.
first four qualities are related to those listed in the

being desirable teacher qualities

-

warm,

in

terms of their importance.

friendly, etc.

The results are

item receiving the lowest mean rating

The

review of literature as

Another section of the student questionnaire asked students
items

.

is the

to rate nine

listed in Table

most important.

XVI.

The

TABLE XVI
RESULTS OF ITEMS RATED BY STUDENTS ON DESIRABLE
TEACHER TRAITS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
leacher Traits

Mean Rating

Understanding their students
Excellent knowledge of subject
matter

Std. Dev,

1.17

.54

1.26

.59

Getting students to show respect
for one another
Running a structured and orderly

1.42

class

1.65
1.70
1. 92

Setting high but fair standards
Being friendly with students

Being

strict,

too far off the subject

interesting to note that understanding

as the most important quality.

80

.

83

.93

When

1.

92

.

93

2.

13

.

92

2.53

.

95

was both rated and ranked

looking at the items which were ranked,

appears that students are concerned with teachers' reactions

noncognitive manner.

weighted the variables

to

in sixth.

them

however for students

in

total

general interpersonal orientation factor.

group wore

tracks two and three,

to differentiate a specific student orientation factor

total of four factors.

in a

Students in track one

such an extent that the loading for the

identical to the track one loadings;

was possible

to

Note that "knowledge of subject matter" was rated second

and that "being friendly" with students came

it

.

commanding

respect
Getting along with other teachers
Not letting class discussions get

it
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having control of

their classes and

It is

.

from

the

Thus, these two groups each had a
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Criteria Employed by Students

The responses

of the total group of ninety students

were analyzed, and

also separate analyses were conducted of the responses of the thirty students
in

each of the three tracks.

The results

of all four factors

were so similar

that only the factor analysis of all ninety students will be discussed in any detail
in this section.

The three factors which emerged have been
I,

II.

III,

labeled:

Interpersonal and Student Orientation
Stage Presence

Empathetic Justice

TABLE XVII
NINETY STUDENT FACTOR

Factor
Loadings

.

INTERPERSONAL AND STUDENT
ORIENTATION

Item Description

Your choice

for an English of Social Studies teacher
Get along well with own colleagues
Helps with personal and academic problems
feelings and attitudes of students
Understands

94

.93
92
.

.

I;

90

All of the items listed have to do with a general competency in the area
of interpersonal relationships, and two of them are specifically student

oriented.

G1

TABLE XVIII
NINETY STUDENT FACTOR

Factor
Loadings

•

92

•

89

•

88

•

87

.

87

II:

STAGE PRESENCE

Item Description
Maintains order necessary for students to learn
Gets along well with own colleagues
Own choice for an English or Social Studies teacher
Commands respect for teaching ability
Fair and impartial

This factor seems

to include those

room competencies and interpersonal

items which have to do with class-

relations skills.

It is

very similar

to the

stage presence factor for teachers and administrators in that both "maintain

order" and "commands respect" for teaching

ability are included.

TABLE XIX
NINETY STUDENTS FACTOR
Factor
Loadings

III:

EMPATHETIC JUSTICE

Item Description

.

95

Your choice

Understands feelings and attitudes of students
Fair and impartial
Gets along well with own colleagues

.

91

.

91

,

90

for an English or Social Studies teacher

Empathetic justice seems

to

imply that "understanding the feelings and

attitudes of students" enables a teacher to be fair and impartial.

This factor

also includes a dimension of getting along well with colleagues and being the
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choice for one’s English or Social Studies teacher.

Present

Once again,

in all

three factors

this is related to the

is

an emphasis on interpersonal relations.

emphasis placed on

this trait in the

items

which were ranked and rated by students.

One important variable which emerged with

the analysis of the data

for students (but not for teachers or administrators)
is race.

importance of race as a factor

in the selection of

The probable

teachers can be inferred from

the fact that of the five teachers rated highest on the interpersonal factor,
three

are Black.

The results

of student responses

seem

to

suggest that the combination

of race and a teacher's capacity for interpersonal relations are important

factors and must be taken into consideration when judging a teacher's potential
for effectiveness in inner city schools.

Since there were only three Black

teachers out of the total sample of thirty-one, further statistical analysis would

have questionable value.

Criteria

A

Employed by Observer
factor analysis of the items on the observation guide yielded four

factors which are associated with:

I.

Stage Presence

II.

Personableness

III,

IV.

Responsiveness-Awareness
Student-Oriented
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TABLE XX

OBSERVER FACTOR
Factor
Loadings
.

90

.

89

.

86

.

85

I:

STAGE PRESENCE

Item Description

would want this teacher to teach a child of mine
Maintains interest of students
Sense of purpose (of lesson) made clear to students
Aware of student behavior in the classroom

I

The items are related

to the teacher's ability to conduct interesting and

purposeful classes while at the same time being aware of the reactions of the
students.

done

in

a

This combination of interpersonal and classroom competencies are

manner which makes others want

to

have their child taught by such

;i

teacher.

TABLE XXI
OBSERVER FACTOR

II:

PERSONABLENESS

Factor
Item Description

Ijoadings

.

89

.

89

,

80

hostile
Friendly - neutral
condescension
Respect
Minimally or completely dejxjndent on rules and status

as
,

means

of influencing l)ehavior of students

Relaxed
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The items
with students.

in this factor

have to do with a teacher's manner of interact ing

G4

TABLE XXII
OBSERVER FACTOR

III;

Factor
Loadings

RESPONSIVENESS-AWARENESS

Item Description

Aware

.91

of what's behind responses of students

teacher to conduct an inservice program
teacher to teach a child of mine
Aware of student behavior in the classroom

.

91

I

.

91

I

.

85

would want
would want

this

this

This factor includes the two important references

to

awareness of students

and what's behind their responses.

TABLE XX
OBSERVER FACTOR
Factor
Loadings

.

87

.

87

.

82

.

82

IV:

III

STUDENT-ORIENTED

Item Description
Deals with students as individuals (who differ from one another)
Aware of what's behind student response
Involvement with student concerns
I would want this teacher to teach a child of mine

All of the items in this factor have to do with a teacher's relationships

with students.

This factor combines awareness as well as the capacity

with students as individuals.

to deal
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Summary
Knowledge of subject matter and developing
qualities rated and ranked

teachers were:

were

creativit 3

^

most important by teachers.

the two

The three factors for

interpersonal, process and stage presence.

Interpersonal

orientation teachers have good relationships with peers and with administrators.

Process-oriented teachers demonstrate, eompetence

classroom.

Finally, stage presence is

maintaining discipline.
with

It is

interesting

commanding respect, and

is not

Some items were present
a larger variety of items.

t:

c only factor

•)

in all factors

it

concerned with

and of

is in

combination

itself.

in

it

may show

teachers'

discriminating terms when

Items also overlapped

in the

same three

factors

One distinguishing factor for the administrators was

for the administrators.
that they did not feel

in

of the

which might indicate a need for

or instead,

tendencies to think in broad terms rather than
judging teacher effectiveness.

management

note that discipline

seen as a goal

In addition

in the

was necessary

for person-oriented teachers to have good

working relationships with administrators.
Students

seem

ranked and rated

first

to feel the

importance of "understanding,

among teacher

the students yielded three factors;

qualities.

An analysis

" the

item they

of the variables for

interpersonal and student-orientation (which

could be separated into two distinct factors for the students

in

tracks two and

three), stage presence and empathetic justice.

The four factors from

the items on the observer scale are:

(1)

stage
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presence, related to classroom management skills,
teacher's manner of interacting with students,

which

is

the ability to be

aware

of

(3)

(2)

personable, including

responsiveness or awareness

and deal with student concerns and

(4)

student-

orientation which, in addition to the usual interpersonal skills, uses these
skills to deal with students and their concerns.

Part two of the analysis and interpretation of the data deals with the
extent of consensus

among respondents about

effective, about the criteria

employed by the respondents, and about

importance of each criterion employed
teacher effectiveness.

the identity of teachers considered

to the rater's overall

the

impression of
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Extent of Consensus

Among Respondents

on Teachers Judged Most Effective

Table 24 summarizes the amount of agreement among the various
categories of respondents on their choice of teachers.

TABLE XXIV

AMOUNT OF AGREEMENT AMONG RESPONDENTS ON THE IDENTITY OF
THE TEACHERS THEY WOULD MOST WANT TO HAVE OR HAVE THEIR
CHILDREN HAVE
Student

Student

#2

#3

-

Ninety students
Student Track #l

.

Teacher

-

52**

34

.

12

.01

.05

.

.

61**

.41*

.

19

.04

.40*

.25

.27

-

-

Teachers

-

-

-

Administrators

-

-

-

.

Significant at

05 level but not at the
.

.

.

86**

.34

-

.

47**

01 level

01 level

Students agree
point of

15

.

87**

Student Track #3

Significant at

17

.

-

* *

Observer

.

Student Track #2

*

Admin.

more among themselves

agreement occurring between students

than with adults with the highest

in

tracks one and three.

The

next highest degree of agreement occurs between teachers and administrators,

followed by the extent of agreement between the observer and the administrators,
It is

interesting to note that the extent of agreement between teachers and

students as a total group

is

almost significant ?md that

it

is

the low degree of
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agreement between teachers and group one students which prevents
correlation between the

number

of

the

times a teacher was mentioned by his

colleagues and the number of times he was mentioned by students to attain a

.

05 level of significance.

Clearly, students and adults differ in their choice of individuals when

they attempt to determine who they mos.
children have).

There

is

significant

a<:;

^vant to

have as teachers (or have their

cement among

the teachers and

students in track three.

Looking now at the individuals chosen as the teachers the raters would

most

like to

have or have their children have, the major points of disagreement

between teachers and administrators occurred when teachers chose two older,
experienced teachers much more frequently than the administrators.

In the

opinion of the observer, these two teachers were probably chosen because of
their ability to control their classes rather than their ability to relate to

students or to use their skills to facilitate the teaching -learning process.

two other situations, two younger teachers who,

in the opinion of the

In

observer,

related well to students, were chosen less often by teachers than by

administrators.

One major difference

in the

choices

made by

the teachers and those by

the observer is that the teachers overlooked one teacher

teaching a track two class.
to

who

the

observer saw

The observer was highly impressed by

which this teacher seemed

to hold high but

the extent

appropriate expectations for
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these students.

seemed

to

This teacher had a good knowledge of subject matter and

be using

it

in

a very appropriate manner.

It is

quite likely that the

kinds of activities in his class have not come to the attention of his colleagues.

Another instance of a wide difference between the observer's rankings and the

number

of times mentioned by colleagues involved a teacher

sponsor of student activities.

who was

Few teachers mentioned him even

observer gave him a high rating.

the

though, the

The teachers may have been reacting

image of him as a sponsor of student

activities rather than as a teacher.

were two teachers who were mentioned frequently by teachers and given
ranking by the observer.

was

the

manner

in

to their

There
a low

Partially responsible for the observer's low ranking

which these teachers related

to their students.

Although

both teachers were rated high on knowledge of subject matter, their low ratings

by the observer resulted from their manner of interacting with their students.

There was more agreement between
than between the observer and teachers.
the nature of administrators

who

in

the

observer and the administrators

This could partially be explained by

many ways

act as observers in carrying

out their responsibilities as supervisors and evaluators.

The major differences

between the ratings given by the observer and the number

of times teachers

were mentioned by

the administrators related to class control.

Probably,

administrators perceive those who maintain good control of their classes as
effective teachers since

is in the

much

of the contact

between teachers and administrators

area of discipline or behavior problems; therefore, teachers with few
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problems of student control are

likely to be

viewed as effective teachers and may

be ignored by administrators.

One teacher who was rated high by

the observer but chosen infrequently

by the administrators was the teacher who also acted as the sponsor for student
activities.

It is

probable that he

is

viewed by administrators, even more than

teachers, as a sponsor rather than a teacher.
difference.

This

may

account for the

Another teacher who received a high rating by the observer but was

chosen infrequently by administrators was one who was attempting
effect an open

classroom type arrangement

The method seemed

attention.

The teacher, however, was

effective and

seemed

to

which students received individualized

was well received by

the students.

a relatively quiet and unassuming individual,

teaching in a natural manner; therefore,
attention of administrators.

in

to put into

it

is

not likely she would

come

to the

Also, this teacher’s relationships with her students

be characterized by the kind of rapport which precluded behavior or

discipline problems.

This also limited her chances for coming

to the attention

of administrators.

The major factor among students
in tracks

one and three.

same teachers

The students

for the top five teachers.

agreement between students
other pairs).

in

in

is the

similarity of choices by students

these two groups chose three of the

Tables 24 and 25 show the amount of

tracks one and three (as well as between

all

TAI3LIC

XXV

ON THE BASIS OF THE HATING ASSIGNED TO THEM
BY THE

^

‘

OBSERVE)!
Teacher No.

Teacliors

AdmliHstrator.s

Sludonts

Track

A
B
C

19

22. 5

19
19

9.5

D

27.5

E
F
G
H

19

I

5

27.5
14
8

J

11

K

19

L

19

M

27.5

N

8

O
P
Q

27.5

R

19

S

27.5
12.5

T
U
V

w
X
Y
Z

AA
BB
CC
DD
EE

12.5
8

2.5
19
8

27.5
2.5
27.5

22.5
22.5
22.5
22.5
22.5
22.5
4.5
3

9.5
22.5

ill

III

Studonl.s In

Track H2

SUident.s in

Track

OI)scrver

)/3

IG

28

11.5
27

17

IG

17

2

22

2

1

28

11.5

G

6

29. 5

6

25

11.5
11.5
19
27

11.5
27

12

G

17

21. 5

G

21.5
15.5

10

15.5
15.5

19
21

29.5
8

23

4

11.5

22

28

4

6

6

9.5

IG

12

21. 5

21

2

19

6

27

28

25
27

22.5
22.5
22.5
9.5
22.5
22.5
9.5
22.5
9.5

9.5
9.5
22.5
22.5
22.5
22.5

6

17

15.5
28
21.5

27

22

28

4

17

6

27

28

28

1

6

1

11.5

6

.

G

17.5
3

15.5
7

11

15,5
21

27

22

15.5

19

28

28

11.5

1

11.5

5

28

15.5

11.5

4

12

11

25

19

28
22

11

1

1

7

12

6

11.5
11.5
29.5
17.5
1.5

8

4.5

8

G

6

29.5

4

19

27.5

19
27

2

27

28

11

21.5
21.5
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Although there was not as much agreement between students

and two or between those

in tracks

tracks one and three, there was

among

It is

difficult to

still

more agreement among

as possible,

in

track two and 28 th most often by those

it

to

is still highly

in

have a broad representation of

those who might have been exposed to as

,

students than

agreement between teachers and

Although an attempt was made

students, i.e.

all

in

account for such major differences as a teacher

being chosen most often by students
track three.

tracks one

two and three as there was between those

adult raters, except for the high

administrators.

in

many

different teachers

possible that students in the different tracks

may

not have had a particular teacher and had no first hand basis for choosing them.

Summary
There

is

considerable agreement between teachers and administrators

on the identity of effective teachers.

The major difference occurs

in their

perception of young teachers who were rated higher by administrators.
quite likely that their high rating resulted

as their ability to relate well to their

It is

from what administrators perceive

students.

Also, possibly, teachers are likely to keep experienced teachers in mind

as being either effective or ineffective regardless of the fact that these

teachers

may

may

be effective

in

some areas

but ineffective in others or that they

be effective with some students but not with others.

differences, teachers and administrators

teachers.

same

still

In spite of

these

agree on the identity of effective
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Another area of high agreement
administrators.

It

is likely that the

is

between the observer and the

observer

is

more

interested in qualities

which cover a broader range of competencies than would be true of teachers.

The administrators and
than teachers.

the observer appear to

l)e

less concerned with discipline

This seems to imply that the observer and the administrators

are looking for personal qualities and broader competencies which will help

meet

the needs of students in inner city schools.

The most interesting
in

finding

among

students

is the fact that the

students

tracks one and three tend to agree on the identity of effective teachers

whereas students

in tracks

two and three agree that teachers should be able

both to understand their students and teach them subject matter.

bound (track one) students seem more content
subject matter knowledge which
ability to understand or be

may or may

of the three groups and two

interesting in that

it

to

The college

have a teacher with strong

not be related to the teacher's

aware.

Finally, three Black teachers

is

to

may

were chosen among

the top five for two

were chosen by track two students.

This finding

indicate that students in inner city schools feel

that their chances of being better understood will be incre ased to the extent
that they have a proportionate

number

of Black teachers.
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Criteria Employed by the Various Categories of Raters
Students
Students in

all

three tracks appear to have a similar meaning when they

use stage presence as a criterion to judge teacher effectiveness.

who have

a high degree of stage presence expect a

command

respect for their teaching ability.

however,

feel that as a result of this

to have

such a teacher.

lot,

Teachers

maintain order and

Those students

in

track one,

combination of qualities, they desire

Also, they tend

to feel that

teachers with stage

presence get along with their peers.

TABLE XXVI

EXTENT OF CONSENSUS AMONG STUDENTS ON STAGE PRESENCE
Students

Track
Track
**significant at

There

is

.Oil

Track #3

.52**

.86**

1

level

more agreement between

substantial agreement

presence criterion
in

in

.69**

-

2

to the identity of teachers

Students

Track #2

who exemplify

among

all

a similar

students in tracks one and three as
the stage presence criterion.

groups suggests that

all

The

groups use the stage

way when judging teacher behavior.

tracks two and three have the

empathctic justice as a criterion

to

same meaning when

choose teachers.

Students

they use

in all

three
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tracks have a concept of empathetic justice
which refers to teachers who are
fair and impartial.

In addition, students in tracks

two and three also

feel

that such teachers understand the feelings
and attitudes of students; further-

more, they desire
that teachers

to be taught by

who meet

such teachers.

Students in track one feel

their criteria for empathetic justice can maintain

order and also command respect for their teaching

ability.

TABLE XXVII

EXTENT OE CONSENSUS AMONG STUDENTS ON EMPATHETIC JUSTICE
Students

Track
Track

Track #2

Track #3

.47**

1

2

.88**

.56**

-

** significant at .01 level

Again, students in tracks one and three choose the same teachers as

having empathetic justice.

Students in tracks two and three agree on choice

of teachers but to a lesser extent.

Whereas students

in

tracks two and three

seem

to

use two separate

criteria, one a general interpersonal orientation criterion and the other a

specific student orientation criterion, students in track one use a combination
of the two - an interpersonal and student orientation criterion.

Students in

tracks two and three use the interpersonal criterion to refer to teachers who
get along well with peers.

Students in track two also use the interpersonal
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criterion to refer to teachers

who help with personal and academic problems,

understand the feelings and attitudes of students and would be likely candidates
for sponsors of

human

relations clubs.

Students in tracks two and three use

the student orientation criterion to refer to teachers

who help with personal

and academic problems and also those who share with their students
responsibility for planning classroom activities.

use the general interpersonal criterion

Students in track one also

to refer to

teachers who help with

personal and academic problems, understand the feelings and attitudes of
students and share with students the responsibility for planning classroom
activities.

They also

feel that these

are the teachers they would want

to

have

sponsor human relations clubs.

TABLE XXVIII

EXTENT OF CONSENSUS ON INTERPERSONAL AND/OR STUDENT
ORIENTATION
Students

Track #2
Inter-

personal

Track #

2

Student

Orientation

Track #3
Inter-

personal

Track #3
Student

Orientation

Track #1 (Interpersonal
and student orientation)

Track #2 (Interpersonal)
Track H2

.

48**

.

58**

-

.

86**

84**

.

.

58**

.55*^

.

58**

.

(Student Orien-

tation)

Track #3 (Interpersonal)

** significant at .01 level

-

—

-

-

-

.

54

M

99^

'
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The extent

agreement among

of

student groups suggests that

all

all

groups use the interpersonal/student orientation general criterion
and the two
separate student orientation and interpersonal criteria

in

a similar way when

they judge teacher behavior.

Teachers and Administrators

Teachers

and administrators appear to have a similar meaning when

they use the stage presence criterion to judge teacher effectiveness.
feel that teachers

who have a high degree

They

of stage presence maintain discipline

and have good working relationships with their peers and that they also command
respect for their teaching ability.
their

own

In addition,

teachers would like to have

child taught by such teachers.

TABLE XXIX

EXTENT OF CONSENSUS ON STAGE PRESENCE

Teachers

Observer

80**

.44*

.

Administrators
* significant at

Administrators

.

** significant at

05 level.

.

01 level

.31
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Ther6
the

is substantia,!

way they use

is less,

although

observer

in the

agre©ment b6twe6n t6achGrs and administrators on

the stage presence criterion to judge teacher behavior.

agreement between teachers and

still significant,

way they use

There

the

the stage presence criterion.

Teachers and administrators have similar meaning when they use
process-orientation as a criterion

to

choose teachers.

Teachers who are

highly process-oriented both maintain a classroom climate suitable for learning

and command respect for their teaching

ability.

Both teachers and administrators

desire to have their own child taught by such teachers.
find

such colleagues

to

be the kinds of teachers with

team teach while administrators

feel

In addition, teachers

whom

they would like to

such teachers would be capable of

conducting the inservice training program.

TABLE XXX

EXTENT OF CONSENSUS ON PROCESS-ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS
AND ADMINISTRATORS AND AWARENESS FOR OBSERVER
Administrators
Process

Teachers (process)
Administrators (process)
*

significant at

.

05 level

** significant at .01 level

.

Observer
Awareness

80**

,

.

36*

48 **
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The

significant

agreement among

three raters suggests that

all

process-orientation and awareness (for observer)

in

all

use

a similar manner when

judging teacher behavior.

Teachers and administrators use
in

the interpersonal orientation criterion

similar ways when they judge teacher behavior.

who are

They

feel that teachers

highly interpersonal oriented )u-ve good working relationships with

their peers.

teachers.

Further, they desire

Teachers

find

have their own children taught by such

to

such colleagues

to

be those who have good working

relationships with administrators and are the teachers they would like to have

conduct inservice training programs.

Administrators feel such teachers

would maintain the kind of classroom climate most suitable for learning and
would also be the kinds of teachers with

whom

they would like to team teach.

TABLE XXXI

EXTENT OF CONSENSUS ON INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATION OF
TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS AS WELL AS AWARENESS AND
STUDENT ORIENTATION FOR THE OBSERVER
Administrators
Interpersonal

Observer
Awareness

Observer
Student

Oriented
86**

.32

.30

Administrator (Interpersonal)

-

.50**

.44*

Observer (Awareness)

-

Teacher (Interpersonal)

*

**

significant at

.

05 level

significant at .01 level

.

-

.

95**
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1

he substantial agreement between the teachers and administrators
as

well as between the observer and administrators suggests that these raters
use
the interpersonal orientation,

awareness and student orientation criteria

in

similar ways when judging teacher behavior.

TABLE XXXII

EXTENT OF CONSENSUS ON STAGE PRESENCE BETWEEN ADULT
AND STUDENT RATERS
Teachers

*

Administrators

Ninety students

.45*

Students Track #1

.

17

.20

Students Track #2

.

54**

.

Students Track #3

.

53**

.43*

.

Observer

38*

44*

19

.

.08

.

18

.29

significant at .05 level

**significant at .01 level

The reader

is

referred back to table 26 to see the similarities among

students and to table 29 to see the similarities Ijetween teachers and

administrators.

The substantial agreement suggests

two and three, students as a
criterion in similar ways.

total

that students in tracks

group and teachers use the stage presence
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TABLE XXXIII

EXTENT OF CONSENSUS ON INTERPERSONAL AND/OR STUDENT
ORIENTATION BETWEEN ADULT RATERS AND STUDENT RATERS
Teachers
Inter

Administrators
Interpersonal

personal

Ninety students (Interpersonal
and student orientation)

.

Observer
Student

Oriented

35*

.14

11

-.02

.23

Students Track #1 (interpersonal and studentorientation)

.

Students Track #2 (Interpersonal)

14

.

.44*

.

16

.26

.

12

.

.05

Students Track #2 (Studentorientation)

Students Track #3 (Interpersonal

08

.

39*

.

21

.34

.

38*

.

23

.

Students Track #3 (Studentorientation)

38*

,05 level

* significant at

^^significant at .01 level

There

is

and students

in

some agreement between teachers

(interpersonal orientation)

track two (interpersonal) and track three (both interpersonal

and student -orientation) as well as between students as a

total

group

(combination of interpersonal and student-orientation), and teachers.
is significant

in

agreement between

There

the observer (student -oriented) and student s

track three (student orientation).
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Impo rtance of Criteria Employed by Teachers, Students,
Adminis trators and
~
Observer

the

When

a set of teacher scores based on the responses of a
given category

of raters are factor analyzed, a teacher's factor score
on the first factor

which emerges before the factor matrix

is

rotated represents

more

than any

other single measure the general, overall impression that the given category
of raters has of that teacher.

After the factor matrices for each category of

raters were rotated, the factor scores which were labelled and discussed
earlier in this chapter were calculated.
to

To determine

the relative importance

any category of raters of the three or four factors or criteria they seemed

to be using, one needs only to correlate those factors with the general (or
first unrotated) factor.

This

is

Data for the students as a

what has been done

in the following section.

total group, for the students in track

one and

three, and for the teachers show that none of these groups did not consider

any one criterion to have any more importance than any other criterion.

TABLE XXX IV
COMPARISON OF ADMINISTRATORS' GENERAL AND RELATED
FACTORS

100
105

.

99

107

.

80

108

.

98

Table 35 indicates that administrators consider the interpersonal and

process orientation factors

to

be more important than the stage presence factor.
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TABLE XXXV
COMPARISON OF OBSERVER'S GENERAL AND RELATED FACTORS
110

109

.

111

94

112

91

.

113

98

.

98

.

Table 36 indicates that the observer feels that the responsiveness-

awareness and student-orientation factors are more important than
presence factor.

Of least importance

to the

observer

the stage

personableness

is the

factor.

TABLE XXXV I
COMPARISON OF TRACK TWO'S GENERAL AND RELATED
FACTORS
92

91

.

Table 37
in

track two.

96

is indicative of the

94

93

.

91

importance

Students in this track

.

95

93

.

of the criteria

felt that the

used by students

interpersonal relations and

empathetic justice factors were more important when choosing effective
teachers.

Of least importance to the students

presence factor.

97

in this

track

is

the stage
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Advisability of Encouraging ’’Effective” Teachers to Conduct Inservice
Relations Training Programs

Human

.

The third and
to

final section

concerns

itself with the qualifications

conduct an inservice human relations training program.

assumption was that those teachers who were judged
teachers might use the very skills that cause them
to conduct inservice

programs

to

for their colleagues.

to

needed

The author's

basic;

be "effective" classroom

be judged effective teachers

The observer rated each

teacher on how effectively he might conduct an ongoing, human relations inservice program.

Teachers and administrators were asked

teachers they thought might best handle this task.
to

name three teachers whom

they

felt

to

name

Finally, students

the

were asked

would sponsor a human relations club.

Table 38 summarizes the amount of consensus by respondents.

TABLE XXXVII
CONSENSUS AMONG STUDENTS, TEACHERS, ADMINISTRATORS,
AND OBSERVER FOR TEACHERS TO CONDUCT INSERVICE
HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM
Teachers

Respondents

.03

Students

-.06
.46**

Teachers
Administrators
*significant at .05 level

**significant at

Administrators

.

01 level

Observer
-. 18

.

19

.

38 *
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Teachers and administrators agree on their choices

of teachers for

inservice programs as do administrators and the observer although to a some-

what lesser but

degree.

still significant

Students do not agree with any of the

adult respondents.

This consensus pattern

is

similar to the consensus among respondents

of the identity of teachers considered "eifective. "

One possible explanation

for the similarity of consensus on the rating of effective teachers and those

teachers who are likely candidates for initiating inservice programs

is the

tendency to think of effectiveness or competency for teachers as holding true
for a wide range of skills or at least any skills which might be related to the

various functions usually performed by teachers.

Also,

it

is

possible that

respondents agree with the author's basic assumption that the kinds of teachers

who would be

likely candidates for sponsoring inservice

teachers judged most effective

The lack

of

in the

classroom.

agreement between students and

be due to a difference

in

may be

the adult respondents

may

understanding of the function of a human relations

club (for students) and an inservice training

difference

programs are those

due also,

program

(for colleagues).

to students' lack of interest in

The

what school-sponsored

clubs are capable of doing, based on their own experiences with student clubs.

The writer had expected more agreement between students and
Teachers

felt that their

adults.

colleagues who met the interpersonal criteria
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would be the teachers most likely
relations training programs.

be capable of conducting inservice human

This was followed by the process-orientation

criterion in terms of importance.

met

to

Administrators

the process-orientation criterion would be the

conducting inservice programs.

this

was followed closely by

Students in tracks one and three

to

Students in track two

likely candidates for

the responsiveness-

the stage presence criterion.

felt that the

felt that

teachers who

conduct the inservice training

was most important with track one students adding
criterion.

most

The observer used

awareness criterion for choosing candidates

programs and

felt that the

interpersonal criterion

the student -orientation

student orientation criterion would

predict the candidates most likely to be capable of conducting the inservice
training program.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH,
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ACTION
The

final chapter will

based on the available data.

summarize
Also,

it

the present study and

draw conclusions

will point out the implications for further

study in the area of teacher-student relationships

in

inner city schools.

Summary
The present study, through

its

investigation of the criteria used to rate

effective teachers in the inner city schools, has sought to clarify one dimension

of the vast problems facing the inner city school such as:

clash of cultures,

lack of clarity about the goals and objectives of schools serving urban areas,

massive failure of students and teachers, and

the existence of racism.

believed that the seriousness of these problems
to

in

It

was

inner city schools contributes

and results from the dysfunctional student-teacher interactions.

More

specifically,

it

was

felt that the

most important single cause for

^

the

massive failure experienced by teachers ami students

involved:

and

(2)

(1)

in

inner city schools

the learners' difficulty with persons in positions of authority,

the teachers' inability to project the kinds of authority

inner city learners.

demanded by
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This study sought

to:

obtain data about the aspects of teacher

(1)

behavior which this author and selected students, teachers and administrators

from a designated inner

city school take into account

regarding teacher effectiveness,
the individuals listed above as
effective,

(b)

the criteria

(2)

to:

when they make judgments

determine the extent of consensus among

(a)

the identity of teachers judged

employed when making such judgments and

importance of each criterion, and

(3)

most
(c)

the

determine the advisability of encouraging

individuals designated by raters as effective classroom teachers to conduct

ongoing inservice human relations training programs for their colleagues.

Use of Conceptual Development Instrument showed
to prefer teachers

some kind

who were high on Pole

of structure,

and low on Pole

from structure, and Pole

4, those

1,

2,

that students tended

that is, teachers

who provided

teachers who insist on being free

teachers who are self-absorbed.

The

observer rated teachers high, teachers who received a high score on Pole
strong on interdependence.
"developing creativity"

schedule"

is

is

5.

Results of items rated by teachers indicate that

viewed as most important, while "maintaining the

viewed as least important.

Results of items rated by administrators

indicate that "encourages interactions between students" is viewed as most

important, and last was "maintaining schedule

in

curriculum guide.

"

Results

matter,
of items ranked by teachers indicated first, "knowledge of subject
last "efficient and businesslike

manner.

"

and

Administrators ranked "knowledge

last.
of subject matter " first, and "good disciplinarian" as

Students ranked
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eight items, ’’understanding"
least important.

was considered most important, and

the students.

Criteria were identified for each group of raters.
all

was

Rating of nine items indicated "understanding their students"

was viewed as most important by

used by

"strict"

raters was labeled stage presence.

maintain order, expect a

lot

and

command

The only criterion

This refers to teachers who

respect for their teaching ability.

All categories of raters used either a general interpersonal orientation
criterion, a specific student orientation criterion, both of them, or a composite
of the two.

In particular,

teachers and administrators used only a general

interpersonal orientation criterion (which includes the item "Best relationship

with peers"), the observer used only a specific student orientation criterion
(which included the items "deals with students as individuals,
with student concerns,

’’

’’

"involvement

and "aware of what's behind student responses"), the

students in tracks two and three use both a general interpersonal orientation
criterion (which contains a "get along with peers" item) and a specifie student
orientation eriterion (whieh contains the items ’'helps students with personal and

academic problems" and "shares with students responsibility
classroom

for planning

activities") and finally the students in track one use a composite

interpersonal and student orientation criterion (which contains the four items:
"could sponsor a

human

relations club for students,

personal and academic problems,

’’

’’

"helps students with

"shares with students responsibility for

attitudes of
planning classroom activities," and "understands the leelings and

students").
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The observer used an awareness and responsiveness criterion which
included;

awareness of student behavior, awareness

responses and ability

to

of what's behind students'

maintain the interest of students.

Also, the observer

used a personableness criterion which included being friendly, showing respect,
not depending upon rules and status of teacher as a

way

of influencing student

behavior as well as being involved with student concerns.

Furthermore,

teachers use a process-orientation criterion which includes the ability

to

maintain the classroom climate most suitable for learning and teachers with

whom

one would most like to team teach.

Finally, students use an empathetic

justice criterion which includes the teachers

who best understand

and attitudes and those teachers who are fair and impartial.

their feelings

As a separate

group, students in track one consider stage presence as the most important
criterion while students in track two consider empathetic justice as the most

important criterion.

Finally, students in track three consider a combination

of the interpersonal and student-orientation criteria to be most important with
the empathetic justice criterion following close behind.

Teachers tended

to

consider the stage presence and process-orientation

interpersonal
criteria as most important while the administrators consider the
orientation criterion to be particularly important.

The observer considers

the

for judging teacher
stage presence criterion of prime importance as a means

a strong
behavior with the awareness-responsiveness criterion constituting

second.
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Teachers and administrators tended

to

agree on both the identity of

effective teachers and the criteria by which they judge teachers.

more agreement between

the

There was

observer and the administrators than the observer

and any of the other raters r(;garding the identity of effective teachers.
did not agree with the adults.

which students agreed.

There were differences

Students in tract

s

in the

three

came

of teachers.

same

closest to using the

Students agreed

more

kinds of items on

one and three came closest

agreeing on the identity of effective teachers while students
criteria

when judging

Students

in

to

tracks two and

the effectiveness

with teachers than with either the

administrators or the observer.

Recommendations

for Further

Research

The present study, being exploratory
sample

- English

and Social Studies teachers

Research involving

in

used a relatively snuill

one inner city high school.

the total faculty and a representative

a single school could yield

number

in nature,

more comprehensive

results.

sample of students from
Similarly, a larger

of schools as well as schools in different geographical locations could

be the focus of a similar study which would yield more comprehensive and
generalizable results.

A

longer period of time spent by the investigator

observation could assist inner city school personnel

in

in the

school under

arriving at a set of goals

specifically and
by which present strengths and resources could be measured
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accuratGly
in

.

Such an assessment might consist of suggestions concerning ways

which the accepted goals could be met as well as suggest areas

the present constituents could be

more

in

which

effective in bringing about desirable

change.
Since the

HARYOU

(1963), Rosenthal

study (1963) and the studies on expectation (Clark

and Jacobsen (1968) and Rist (1970)) have shown that

school experience itself which causes the gaps

in

it is

the

achievement, a broad

exploratory study might help find crucial dimensions other than authority which
contribute to the lack of achievement of students and teachers

in

inner city

schools.

Further investigation of the meaning of the criteria employed by students

when determining

effective teachers

investigate this problem would be to

groupings to see what differences

is

warranted.

One way

to effectively

compare homogeneous and heterogeneous

in criteria exist as well as to

be more

definitive about the effects of tracking.

Future studies might also concentrate on other noncognitive variables
as they might influence the teaching-learning process

An

in

especially crucial variable pointed out in this study

communicate one's understanding

to students.

inner city classrooms.

is the ability to
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Implications for Action

There seems

to

be support for the

common

sense notion that certain

teachers do hold the kinds of attitudes and possess the kinds of skills which

make them successful teachers

in

inner city schools.

exist between students and adults as well as

among

Differences

to

students regarding the kinds

of criteria used to judge teacher effectiveness and the
criteria are applied.

seem

These differences underscore

manner

in

which those

the futility of looking for

one specific model or ideal teacher for the inner city school.

Attempts should

be made to clarify the several variables which comprise the various stage

presence and interpersonal orientation criteria.

Teachers should be assigned

such that the congruence between the student's concept

of teacher behavior and

the teacher's actual on-the-job behavior is maximized.

Such a practice would

be

in contrast to

and

in the opinion of the

writer an improvement over the

present method of tracking students on the basis of scores derived from standard
ability or

achievement tests.

The data obtained from students concerning desirable teacher
and characteristics add a dimension

to the

qualities

attempt to explain how some teachers

are able to project the kind of authority most appropriate for the inner city

classroom.

Student ratings indicate a combination of factors help them feel

being
they are being understood as well as that demands and expectations are

made

of them.

Their responses indicate that an effective teacher

is

more

than
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one who either just masters subject matter,

just

manages

the

classroom, or

just concerns himself with student needs and feelings.

Results also show that effective teachers must have the capacity to
relate to as well as teach students in inner city schools.

Further,

it

is the

mixture of cognitive and noncognitive variables as well as personal and
professional qualities which will assist teachers to be

inner city learners.
that in

The study showed

order for teachers

to

more

that the adult raters

effective for the

seemed

to

agree

conduct ongoing inservice human relations

programs successfully, they also need

to

possess this same mixture of

qualities.

The kind

of inservice training which the data

described as a co-teacher venture
basis of complementary strengths.

in

seem

to

suggest might be

which teachers might be matched on the

After appropriate assessment of strengths,

teachers would be assigned in such a manner as

to

be actively involved

assisting each other to discover and develop one's own strengths.

might be

in the direction of further defining the stage

orientation skills with the idea of helping teachers

in

This process

presence and process

who seem

to

have the

potential for increasing their level of competence in these skills.

This type

of
of inservice training might simultaneously acknowledge the strengths

more

for
experienced teachers and alleviate the problem of inadequate supervision

younger, inexperienced teachers.
attempting

to

have

all

This

is in

preference

to the usual notion ol

teachers develop the same general interpersonal or
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human

relations skills.

The data also suggest

that

would be valuable

it

to

have present sponsors

of student activities or administrators systematically poll a representative

sample of students regarding who they
a

human

relations club for students.

feel

would have the

skills to

Such a club could be designed

communication among students, teachers and administrators.

It

assist students to articulate their needs, concerns and interest.

sponsor
to

improve

could also

This should

help to close the gap between what the school in general and teachers

in

particular feel they are capable of and equipped to offer, and what students hope
the school can offer in the

way

of addressing their specific needs

more

fully.

Also, an analysis of the student responses points out the necessity of

increasing the number of culturally sensitive Black personnel
schools.

The writer observed

portion of the student body,

that Black students,

seemed

to desire a

who would provide them with a broader range

who comprised

number

a large

greater choice of Black teachers

of sources for personal and

Presently, because of

academic guidance as well as classroom teacher options.
the small

in inner city

of Black teachers, those few teachers

who are particularly

sensitive to the needs of Black inner city learners are under terrific pressures
to

enter into the kinds of relationships which consume so

much

perform their academic

of their time

duties.

Additional

and energy that they are unable

to

Black teachers could enable

teachers to utilize their particular strengths

optimally.

all
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Finally, the seriousness and urgency of the deteriorating condition of

inner city schools dictate an end to academic debate over causes and ultimate

blame or

responsibility; instead, effort needs to be directed toward designing

implementing, and evaluating experimental action programs which take
account the knowledge which already exists.

into
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APPENDIX A
950 No. Pleasant Street
01002
March 1, 1971

Amherst, Mass,

,

Principal

Dear

Sir:

This letter will confirm the telephone conversations we have had
regarding my proposed visit to your school.
being conducted to learn more about student-teacher interRest assured that the following guidelines will
be strictly observed: strict confidentiality will be maintained at all times, in
particular, (1) no reference will be made in public or private to which teacher
or which pupil did what in which classes; and (2) no statements describing
questionnaire results will use any teacher or student's names.

This study

is

actions in inner city schools.

I

am

interested

(1)

in:

holding an orientation session with you, the English
and Social Studies department chairmen and as many

English and Social Studies teachers as possible. At
this meeting, I will explain the broad objectives of
the study.

(2)

administering two short questionnaires (15-25 minutes
each) to all English and Social Studies teachers. The
same questionnaires will be administered to you and
your administrators at your convenience.

classrooms of all English and Social Studies
teachers on two separate visits for fifteen minute periods.

(3)

visiting the

(4)

administering a short questionnaire
of students.

to

a random selection
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(5)

conducting a post session for teachers and administrators
interested in the exact nature of the study.

The total time involved for the study will be approximately ten days.
The post session will be held one afternoon at your convenience after an
analysis of the data. During this time you and your staff will have access to
the results and a time for questions.
If

there

is additional

information you need, please contact me.

you for your interest and cooperation.
Sincerely yours.

Langston C. Bannister

cc:

Department Heads, English and Social Studies

Thank
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APPENDIX B

Some

of the following questions have to do with your feelings and attitudes

when you are taking courses.

Other questions have

to

do with your opinions

about how typical students or typical teachers behave, or how they should

behave.

Still

others don’t have anything

to

do with schools; instead they ask

about your values in general.

You should put down

the first response that

very long on any one item.

However,

Also, please do not put any

comes

to

your mind, not lingering

PLEASE ANSWER EVERY QUESTION.

marks on these questionnaires.

Instead, use a

#2 pencil to blacken the appropriate space on the answer sheet provided.

whenever you are ready.

Begin
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For the

first 52 questions, the

numbers

1

through 5 have the following

meaning:

means
2 means
3 means
4 means
5 means
1

you
you
that you
that you
that you
that

that

Strongly Agree with the statement.
Agree with the statement.
are Undecided about the statement.

Disagree with the statement.
Strongly Disagree with the statement.

1.

Parents are much too easy on their children nowadays.

2.

I

worry about what people

make any

will think of

me even when

3.

I

have always hated regulations.

4.

I

don't like to undertake any project unless

to

how

it

I

know

it

doesn't

difference.

I

have a pretty good idea as

will turn out.

would rather be a brilliant but unstable worker than a steady and
dependable one.

5.

I

6.

I

7.

Even when

don't like things to be uncertain and unpredictable.

I

have gotten into trouble

I

was usually trying

to

do the right

thing.

8.

Any man can

9.

There may be a few exceptions, but
group tend to be pretty much alike,

10.

I

12.

if

find that a well-ordered

to

11.

find a job

he really wants

mode

to

work.

in p^encral,

members

of life with regular hours is not congenial

my temperament.

Other countries don't appreciate as much as they should
America has given them.
I

of a racial

think

office.

I

all the

could do better than most of the pr<^sent politicians

if I

help that

were

in
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13.

Speak

14.

I

often

15.

I

have difficulty in starting to do things.

16.

I

believe

softly, but

worry

carry a big

that

it is

I

stick,

will say or do the

wrong

things.

a responsibility of intelligent leadership to maintain the

established order of things.
17.

18.

1 regard myself as a more consistent and harder worker
assignments than the typical student in my classes.

Now

that

America

is

in

my classroom

the leading com-Lry in the world, it's only natural

that other countries should try to be like us.
19.

Pdice cars should be especially marked so

that you can always see

them

coming,
20.

often

I

of

worry

who are important

that people

to

me

won't think very

much

me.

21.

Kindness and generosity are the most important qualities for a wife

22.

I

would rather be a steady and dependable worker than a

to have.

brilliant but

unstable one.
23.

I

have often gone against

24.

I

like to

25.

It is

work

my

parents' wishes.

late at night.

a pretty callous person

who does

not feel love and gratitude for his

parents.

have very few quarrels with

26.

I

27.

At times

28.

I

have very

members

much wanted

It is

often necessary to

from

that of teachers.

of

to leave

remind pupils

my

family.

home.

that their status in school differs

29.

Students are frequently justified in violating school regulations.

30.

The best principals give unquestioning support
pupils.

to

teachers in disciplining
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do not mind taking orders and being told what to do.

31.

I

32.

Pupils cannot perceive the difference between democracy
and anarchy in
the classroom.

rarely worry about seeming foolish to others.

33.

I

34.

One of the major causes of juvenile delinquency
easy on their children nowadays.

35.

I

36.

I have often either broken rules (school, club, etc.) or inwardly
rebelled
against them.

37.

Sometimes

38.

I

39.

Pupils often misbehave in order to

40.

I

41.

It

42.

At times I have been so entertained by the cleverness of a crook that
hoped he would get by with it.

43.

I

44.

am

afraid people will find fault with

I

think

I

am

is that

parents arc too

me.

too concerned with what other people think of

me.

never cared much for school.

think

would

like to belong to a

doesn’t bother

me when

the teacher look bad.

motorcycle club.

things are uncertain and unpredictable.

rarely worry about what kind of impression

When
it

I

make

the

community makes a decision,
if he had been against it.

it is

I

am making

I

on someone.

up to a person to help carry

out even

very upset when

commit some

social error.

45.

I

46.

something wrong with a person who can't take orders without
getting angry or resentful.

47.

I

should like to belong to several clubs or lodges.

48.

I

must admit

49.

I

usually try to do what is expected of me, and to avoid criticism.

feel

There

I

is

I

find

it

very

hai’d to

work under

strict rules and regulations.
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50.

It is

their
51.

52.

more important

make

own decisions.

like to

I

for pupils to learn to obey rules than that they

have a place for everything and everything

No censorship on

the

presumed morality

in its place.

of books and

movies can be

justified.

For Questions 53 through
1

2

3

4
5

means
means
means
means
means

you
you
you
you
you

66:

consider
consider
consider
consider
consider

the activity Not at All Important
the activity Not

Too Important

the activity About Average
the activity Quite Important
the activity

Very Important

53.

Working hard

54.

Finding the center or real meaning for

to attain the

good things of

honestly.

life

life

within myself, e.g., self-

awareness.
55.

Achieving; success.

56.

Being aware of and understand

57.

Developing understanding of others through self-awareness.

58.

Finding inner peace and contentment through self-understanding and
independence.

59.

Trying always

60.

Having time

61.

Having much freedom

62.

Being able

63.

Having confidence

64.

Cherishing personal privacy and the change

to act in

my

a socially acceptable manner.

to think about the

at

deep issues of

my

my

personal

life.

home, school and work.

to do things that are

in

innermost thoughts.

new and interesting even

if

they are risky.

personal strength and ability to do things on
it

my

own.

affords to simply be myself.
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65.

Finding the most enduring satisfactions within myself.

66.

Realizing that though the world

For Questions 67 through
1

2
3

4
5

means
means
means
means
means

you
you
you
you
you

consider
consider
consider
consider
consider

is

disappointing

I

can find happiness in me.

80:

the activity Worthless
the activity Not

Too Worthwhile
Average

the activity About

the activity Quite Worthwhile
the activity

Very Worthwhile

67.

Working with a committee

68.

Evaluating the quality of committee work with other group members.

69.

Grading or evaluating your own performance

70.

Doing research

71.

Working with a committee on a written report.

72.

Discussing class material with a group of other students.

73.

Having a conference with the teacher concerning your progress

74.

Organizing a group activity with a few other students.

75.

Preparing, on your own, to make a report to the class.

76.

Discussing with the teacher possible activities you could do.

77.

Working with other students

78.

Going

79.

Having planning sessions

80.

Being a

to

prepare a lesson

in the library for

to the library with

member

of a

in

present to the class.

an activity.

your term paper.

in designing

your committee
in

to

and completing a project.
to

do research.

which the whole class

committee

in class.

is

involved.

that plans a special event for the class.
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For Question

81:

means
means
means
means
means

you
you
you
you
you

1

2
3

4
5

81.

consider
consider
consider
consider
consider

the activity Not at All Enjoyable
the activity Not Too Enjoyable

the activity About

Having a student committee you belong
various members.

Average

the activity Quite Enioyable
the activity Very Enjoyable
to

appraise the performance of the

10(J

APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS: Using

the code

number given

for each teacher, please

mark

your answer in the three spaces which have been provided for
each question. For example, if one of your answers to question
number 1 is Mrs. Watkins and her code number is 432, you
would mark 82, 83 and 84 as shown. If another of your answers
to question number 1 is Mr. Bates whose number is 542, you
would mark 85, 86 and 87 as follows:

Please

list the

three teachers excluding yourself) from the English and Social
Please disregard whether they teach English or

Studies Departments (NOTE:
Social Studies):

1.

2.

With whom you would most
82-84
85-87
88-90

Who command

the

like to

most respect

team teach

for their ability to teach

91-93
94-96
97-99
3.

have the best working relationships with other faculty members
100-102

Who

103-105

106-108

107

4.

Who

5.

Who

6.

Who have

have the ability to maintain discipline
109-111
112-114
115-117

maintain the classroom climate most suitable for learning
118-120
121-123
124-126
the best

working

relatioj" hip with administrators

127-129
130-132
133-135
7.

Whom

you would most

program

for

charge of a major in-service
human relations in which you were a participant
like to

have be

in

136-138
139-141
142-144
8.

II.

Whom

you would most
145-147
148-150
151-153

like a child of

your own

to

have as teachers

Listed below, in alphabetical order, are ten descriptive phrases. You a e
asked to rank them in the order of their importance to you as you might
describe your image of the ideal English or Social Studies teacher. Do
this by placing number 1 to indicate your first choice, number 2 for you^
second choice and so on until a number has been assigned to each space
(no ties).

Efficient and business-like

manner

Encourages discussion and student participation

Good disciplinarian
Holds high expectations
Joint planning of classroom activities
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Knowledge of subject
Maintains a well ordered and structured classroom

Uses varied approach and teaching methods

Warm

III.

and friendly manner

Indicate by circling the appropriate

number how important you

;‘onsidcr

the following:

Very

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Somewhat

Slightly

Important

Important

Important

Importan.t

1

2

3

4

in students

1

2

3

4

Taking into account the
opinions of one's
colleagues

1

2

3

4

Allowing students to work
without direct supervision

1

2

3

4

Supporting the policies
of the school

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Keeping order
classroom

in the

Developing independence

Encouraging interactions
between students and
teachers

7.

Not at

Allowing students to decide
individually how to spend a
portion of their classroom

time
8.

Developing creativity
students

in

all
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Very
Important

Somewhat

Slightly

Important

Important

No

at all

Important

Allowing students to
share responsibility
for planning class
activities

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Maintaining the schedule
suggested in the

curriculum guide
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APPENDIX D

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Please name
2.

three English or Social Studies teachers who
name for each space provided):

(Be sure to give a

Best understand the feelings and attitudes of students
3.

4.

Maintain the kind of order in their classrooms necessary for students to
learn
5.

6.

Are

willing to help students with both personal and

academic problems

7.

Encourage students

to join in planning

classroom activities

Might sponsor a human relations club designed

to

improve communication

and understanding between students and teachers

Are

fair

and impartial

Expect a

8.

lot

Command

in dealing

with homework, tests and grades

from their students and usually get

the

most respect for their

it

ability to teach

9.

U1
Get along well with other teachers and administrators
10.

You would choose

if

you could choose your own English and Social Studies

teachers

II.

Listed below are eight words and phrases. Put them in the order of their
importance to you as you would describe your ideal English or Social
Studies teacher.
^Business-like
^Expect a lot

III.

Friendly

from students

Strict

Fair

^Understanding

Flexible

Warm

Circle the

number which shows how important you consider

the following

abilities of teachers;

Very
Important

Running a structured
and orderly class

Somewhat

Slightly

Important

Important

Not at ail
Important

1

2

1

2

o

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

3

4

Getting along well with

other teachers

Being friendly with
students

Being

strict, having

control of their classes

and commanding respect
Not letting class discussions get too far off
the subject

112

Very
Important
6.

Having an excellent
knowledge of their
subject

7

.

8.

Getting students to
show respect for one
another

X

Setting high but fair
standards for school

work
9.

I

I

Somewhat

Slightly

Important

Important

23
23
23

Not at all
bnportant

4

4

4

Understanding their
students

1

?

o

4
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APPENDIX E

TEACHER OBSERVATION GUIDE

Inadequate
1.

Knowledge of the subject
matter

2.

Maintains interest of
students

3.

Sense of purpose
lesson)

(of

made clear

to

students
4.

Extent to which what's going
on in the classroom seems to
fit my perception of what
the teacher wants to happen

5.

Takes into account the class
as a group

6.

Deals with students as
individuals (who differ from
one another)

7.

Involvement with student
concerns

8.

Involvement with subject
matter

Average

Adequate

114

Friendly
9.

Neutral

Hostile

Relationship to students

(manner)

Respect

Condescension

Relaxed

Tense

Efficient

Inefficient

Flexible

Rigid

10.

11.

Conduct of classroom
procedures

Aware
in

12.

13.

of student behavior

Keenly Aware

Totally Oblivious

classroom

Aware

of what's behind
responses of students

Ability to convey

Much

too high

Highly appropriate

Much

too low

expectations

14.

Distribution of power

Held completely by teacher

Shared

15.

Teacher feels that there
is one answer only

Absolutism

Relativism

16.

Teacher depends on rules
and status as means of

Completely
Dependent

Minimally
Dependent

influencing behavior of

students
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17.

Teacher takes an antiauthority position

18.

I

would want this teacher

to teach a child of

19.

Substantial Evidence
of Anti -Authority

No evidence

Under no circumstances

Extremely Desirable

mine

would want this teacher
to conduct an inservice

I

human relations
program

training

COMMENTS, FOLLOW-UP, QUESTIONS, ETC.

Name

Code #

Room Number

of

Anti-Authority

Visit #

Time

U6
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